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� 16 through adult

� high school and up

According to the Clinical Guidelines of the Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists
(www.rcslt.org/resources, 2005) and the National Stroke Association (2006), the following therapy
principles are supported.

� Communication, both verbal and nonverbal, is a fundamental human need.  Meeting this need
by facilitating and enhancing communication in any form can be vital to a patient’s well-being.

� Therapy should include tasks that focus on semantic processing, including semantic cueing of
spoken output, semantic judgments, categorization, and word-to-picture matching.

� Therapy may target the comprehension and production of complex, as well as simple, sen-
tence forms.

� Therapy should be conducted within natural communication environments.

� Rehabilitation is an important part of recovering from a stroke, and the goal is to regain as
much independence as possible.

This book incorporates the above principles and is also based on expert professional practice.

Skills Ages

Grades

Evidence-Based Practice

� Matching and identification
� Following commands
� Vocabulary
� Answering questions
� Functional language
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The exercises in WALC 1 (Workbook of Activities for Language and Cognition): Aphasia
Rehab emerged as was working with adolescent and adult clients who exhibited difficulties
with auditory and visual comprehension and/or oral and written expression.  The majority 
of these clients exhibited aphasia due to stroke or head injury.  These exercises have also
proved to be very useful with clients who have language difficulties resulting from various
pathologies (e.g., central auditory processing disorders) as well as neurologic changes due 
to illnesses (e.g., Lyme disease).

The underlying principle for the materials in WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab is based on teaching
processes as opposed to content.  My focus has been on teaching strategies and I have 
discovered that few publications contain a sufficient amount of stimulus items to insure 
acquisition of the strategy.  Most available material does not provide an internal hierarchical
order which reflects an increase in degree of difficulty within a task and from task to task 
as the client builds upon the strategies of processes he is relearning how to use.

The exercises in WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab have been used for many years by speech-
language pathologists and other specialists (e.g., cognitive therapists, occupational 
therapists) with a wide variety of clients.  The content and format have proved to be 
an excellent therapy supplement for trained professionals, clients' families, and clients.

However one uses WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab, it is my sincere hope that the exercises are
helpful and that each and every client will benefit from having used them.

Kathy

Introduction
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A client’s ability to understand and complete matching and identification tasks is often
impaired as a result of aphasia.  The client may have lost the ability to determine how
shapes, numbers, letters, or words are alike or different.  A client may no longer understand
what the concept of matching means.

For clients with anomia, the matching and identification tasks stimulate expressive language,
making the use of these activities especially helpful for them.

The matching and identification tasks begin simply, with single, more concrete items (that 
are not loaded with meaning) and progress to more complex tasks.  The tasks are also
designed to improve the client’s ability to process auditory, graphic, and visual material.

Overall, the tasks in this section are receptive but can be used to build other skills, like
expressive language, visual recognition, and fine motor skills.

Therapy Suggestions

Use the activities as they are to improve the ability to understand the task.

Say or describe the shapes or pictures as the client completes the activity with a
motor response like pointing.  This process often stimulates the client to repeat the
name of the object spontaneously.

Use these activities to help the client regain the understanding that symbols stand 
for words, words stand for objects, and letters stand for sounds — necessary skills
for reading.

Repeat the activities matching a picture to words and sentences to improve the
client’s word finding skills.

Help improve visual identification and memory skills by covering pictures and asking
the client to recall visual information he saw on the page.

Unit 1: Matching and Identification
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Match the shapes.
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Look at the shape in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.
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Look at the shape in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.
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Match the numbers.

1

4

7

16

24

31

49

52

68

73

52

7

24

49

73

31

68

1

16

4
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Look at the number in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2 3 4 1

3 2 1 4

4 5 3 2

5 4 6 7

4 7 8 5

6 3 2 1

10 9 7 3

3 5 9 8

2 10 6 9

10 9 8 7
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Look at the number in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.

17

29

73

140

256

562

47

338

109

900

29 63 34 17

63 29 91 54

94 15 73 22

140 128 621 237

334 187 568 256

562 203 782 121

103 90 47 438

73 338 569 45

402 610 86 109

100 900 800 700
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Match the letters.

a

b

e

y

h

s

v

m

g

r

m

e

h

v

r

s

g

a

y

b
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Look at the letter in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.

a

c

k

t

p

d

w

m

j

u

h k a f

a d m c

y k z x

t b n r

g s v p

b p d h

v w u x

m u n w

p g y j

u n e c
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Look at the letter in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.

k

M

y

t

P

d

W

A

J

U

H k a B

F d M c

y V z X

t b L R

G S m P

B P d H

V W U X

N A u W

P G Y J

U J O C
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Match the objects.
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Look at the object in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.
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Look at the object in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.
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Match the words.

cat

bad

one

cut

hot

soft

vase

mom

gate

run

mom

one

hot

vase

run

soft

gate

cat

cut

bad
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Look at the word in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.

hat

cut

kite

tall

push

dog

when

meet

jump

under

one sad hat fun

arm dog map cut

any kite zap rat

tall bite now rice

goat push vase yes

big pile dog hope

vile cast under when

new meet used wash

poke gush yelp jump

under never even coat
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Look at the word in the box on the left.  Find one just like it in the row.

hate

cute

kitten

Tuesday

pushed

burger

window

method

jersey

hopeful

phone sight hate funny

charm dots mate cute

anyone kitten pulse rated

mowed bitten Tuesday raced

gentle poked gushed pushed

bun burger bundle bush

washed window awaken wrote

never morning method mountain

jersey jester joker jumped

hopeless healthy hopeful hospital
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Point to the:

ladder

belt

hammer

ear

pants
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Point to the:

ring

road

glass

television

cup
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Point to the:

pan

camera

broom

airplane

hat
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Point to the:

clock

knife

sun

dollar

ruler
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Point to the:

scissors

house

radio

bed

glasses
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Find the word that names each picture.

house

chair

bus

car

flashlight

lamp

lightbulb

hat

book

cat

pencil

chocolate

cap

belt

paint

ladder
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Find the word that names each picture.

calendar

week

flower

weed

ring

diamond

radio

television

pan

oven

teeth

eyes

month

clock

foot

hand
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Find the word that names each picture.

lid

garbage can

bag

metal

key

lock

arrow

rifle

shoot

fence

trip

meadow

dance

leather

boot

mailbox

pencil

letter

bird

fish

train

sink

towel

room
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Find the word that names each picture.

snow

leaf

green

house

garden

road

milk

food

salt shaker

travel

horn

bus

button

clothing

thread

shelf

rug

walk

pants

shoes

sweater

bee

airplane

bite
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Find the word that names each picture.

travel

truck

horn

bat

run

baseball

door

car

window

five

seven

eleven

tire

car

jack

fix

comb

straight

arm

shoe

leg

sun

triangle

circle
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Find the one you:

use to write

sit on

read

can drive

use to tell time
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Find the one you:

use to light up a room

wear on your foot

sleep in

use to dig

use to eat
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Find the one you:

wear

see in the sky during the day

use to measure

drive cars on

use to keep your hands warm
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Find the one you:

can climb

use to write

open to go into a room

use to open a lock

eat
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Find the one you:

use to bake

use to pound nails

smell with

can ride

use for shade
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Find the one:

that symbolizes the United States

that secures something

you could own as a pet

you use to stir

you use to clean your teeth
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Point to:

the arrow and the suitcase

the letter and the arrow

the boot and the toothbrush

the suitcase and the boot

the toothbrush and the letter
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Point to:

the number five and the needle

the sink and the fish

the stove and the sink

the needle and the stove

the fish and the number five
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Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects.

car house garage door
pond road bushes roof
tree stop sign windows driveway

Now identify the objects by their function.

the one you drive the one you live in
the one that has fish the one that grows
the one you drive on the one that tells you to stop
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Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects.

chair picture lamp floor
TV dog owl wall
books plant bookcase lampshade

Now identify the objects by their function.

the one that is a pet the one that has leaves
the one you sit on the one that shows movies
the one that hangs on the wall the ones you read
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PETS DDEELLIICCAATTEESSSSEENN

BOOKS

DRUG STORE

Sale

Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects.

car deli bookstore door sale sign
pet store drug store bike window awning
sun clouds road roof tires

Now identify the objects by their function.

the one that shines
the store where you can buy a pet
the one you pedal
the one made of glass
the store where you can buy novels
the store where you can buy lunch meats
the one that uses gas
the store that sells prescription medicine
the one a car drives on
the entrance of a store
the objects that produce rain
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Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects.

sink cabinets freezer door handle counter
refrigerator stove oven burners floor
clock drawer faucet wall knobs

Now identify the objects by their function.

the one you wash dishes in
the one that keeps milk chilled
the one that tells time
the place where you store dishes
the appliance that cooks hamburgers
the place where you would store silverware
the place where food is kept frozen
the object that would bake a cake
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Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects.

garage mountains sidewalk roof curtains
sun chimney windows driveway steps
bushes house snow garage door sky

Now identify the objects by their function.

the one that stores cars the ones that are covered with snow
the one that shines the objects that are made of glass
the thing that leads up to the front door the roadway that leads to the garage
the one that smokes
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Find the sentence that describes each picture.

The book is on the table.

The book is under the table.

The woman is walking.

The woman is running.

The man is cooking.

The man is reading.

The tree has a few leaves.

The tree has lots of leaves.
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Find the sentence that describes each picture.

The shirt is striped.

The shirt is plain.

The dog is sleeping.

The cat is sleeping.

The boy is playing with a truck.

The boy is playing with a ball.

The glass is full.

The glass is empty.
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Find the sentence that describes each picture.

The woman is taller than the man.

The man is taller than the woman.

This woman is sleeping.

This woman is working.

The window is closed.

The window is open.

They are playing on the beach.

They are playing on the floor.
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Find the sentence that describes each picture.

The car has a flat tire.

The car needs gas.

The pencil is broken.

The pencil is short.

The flame is out.

The flame is burning.

The garbage can is standing up.

The garbage can fell.
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Find the sentence that describes each picture.

The suitcase is closed.

The suitcase is open.

The man is mowing the lawn.

The man is planting a garden.

He is getting on the subway.

He is getting on the bus.

The hamburger is hot.

The coffee is hot.
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A client with aphasia may have difficulty following oral and written directions for several 
reasons.

Following directions is a multimodality task.  First, the client hears or reads the 
direction and then needs to understand it.  Once the client understands, he 
makes the appropriate motor response.  All in all, that’s complex processing!

When the motor response is written — circling, underlining, etc. — a client with 
aphasia may perseverate or respond in one way instead of accurately following 
the directions.

Some directions require a client to exclude an item, categorize information, or 
find similarities or differences.  Sometimes, directions require a client to process
directions or commands that are embedded in other information.  As the language
and thinking load increases, the task of following directions becomes more difficult.

Therapy Suggestions

Review common direction words and practice the appropriate motor response 
before beginning this section of activities.  For example, ask the client to draw 
a circle, a box, or a line.  Write examples on index cards for future reference.

Review the meaning of selected content words to improve the comprehension 
of directions.

Help the client associate directions to appropriate body parts before asking 
him to follow the direction.  For example, when he hears the word wink, what 
body part does he associate?

Discuss the relevance of categorization tasks, functions of objects, parts of 
wholes, similarities, and differences before asking the client to follow directions
requiring these thinking tasks.

Unit 2: Following Commands
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Follow these directions.

1. Close your eyes.

2. Give me your hand.

3. Point to the floor.

4. Open your mouth.

5. Point to your foot.

6. Look to the right.

7. Point to the wall.

8. Say your first name.

9. Give me a pencil.

10. Point to the ceiling.

11. Wink.

12. Raise your arm.

13. Lift up your foot.

14. Point to your arm.

15. Look at the ceiling.

16. Point to the light.

17. Smile.

18. Point to the table.

19. Bend your arm.

20. Point to your head.

21. Make a fist.

22. Nod your head.

23. Cross your fingers.

24. Point to the chair.

25. Give me the book.

26. Point to the corner.

27. Blink your eyes.

28. Point to your nose.

29. Look to the left.

30. Shake my hand.
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Follow these directions.

1. Open your mouth.  Now, cover your mouth.

2. Blink your eyes.  Now, touch your cheek.

3. Make a fist.  Now, give me your hand.

4. Wave.  Now, put your hand on the table.

5. Look at the light switch.  Now, point to the ceiling.

6. Close your eyes.  Now, smile.

7. Give me the pencil.  Now, point to the paper.

8. Touch your knee.  Now, lift up your foot.

9. Point to yourself.  Now, say your first name.

10. Touch your arm.  Now, rub your shoulder.

11. After raising your arm, touch your chest.

12. Look at the door.  Now, shake your head.

13. After winking, close both eyes.

14. Scratch your arm.  Now, put your hands together.

15. Reach for the ceiling.  Now, put your hand in your lap.
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Follow these directions.

1. Close your eyes.  Now, shake your head.

2. Touch your knee.  Now, scratch your leg.

3. Give me the pencil.  Now, nod your head.

4. Touch your nose.  Now, blink your eyes.

5. Give me the book.  Now, put your hand on the table.

6. Look at the ceiling.  Now, point to the light.

7. Touch your mouth.  Now, say your name.

8. Give me your hand.  Now, look at the door.

9. Smile.  Now, touch your stomach.

10. Point to the door.  Now, look at me.

11. Take my hand.  Now, laugh.

12. Look at your hand.  Now, make a fist.

13. Pick up the pencil.  Now, give it to me.

14. Scratch your elbow.  Now, rub your arm.

15. Raise your arm.  Now, touch your shoulder.
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Follow these directions.

1. Circle the color.

shirt pen yellow duty

2. Cross out the fruit.

window apple paper car

3. Underline the food.

boat laugh tent steak

4. Draw an X through the heaviest item.

truck feather leaf pillow

5. Circle the month.

Tuesday seven October time

6. Draw a box around the number.

potato party telephone twenty

7. Draw a line over the state.

Ohio picture wash sofa

8. Make a check mark next to the piece of furniture.

book street water chair
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Follow these directions.

1. Underline the day of the week.

one Tuesday happy curtain

2. Draw a line over the beverage.

rock music tree water

3. Circle the hardest item.

rock pillow curtain rug

4. Underline the meat.

porch island beef thought

5. Cross out the coin.

wind two plate quarter

6. Put a check mark next to the bird.

change skirt candle robin

7. Underline a type of transportation.

sleep house bus log

8. Draw a star over the writing instrument.

lips pencil knock league
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Follow these directions.

1. Underline the smallest.

tree ant bottle newspaper

2. Cross out the thing you read.

pants ranch book car

3. Draw a star next to the one that is red.

dirt night tomato banana

4. Circle the tallest.

person tree mountain horse

5. Draw a line over the youngest.

baby doctor old grandmother

6. Draw a box around the one that is sharp.

cane ball egg needle

7. Cross out the animal.

cat pen soap clean

8. Put a check mark next to the lightest.

rock feather weight oven
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Follow these directions.

1. Circle the animal.  Then, underline the piece of furniture.

cup tiger sofa paper

2. Draw a line over the fruit.  Then, cross out the room.

plum can cheese kitchen

3. Draw a star in front of the sport.  Then, put a check mark next to the tree.

chair baseball music maple

4. Draw a box around the vegetable.  Then, underline the color.

celery car blue earth

5. Draw a line through the country.  Then, circle the body part.

shoe arm dish Japan

6. Cross out the meat.  Then, draw a box around the object you write with.

beef pencil doctor Tuesday

7. Underline the job.  Then, draw a star after the day of the week.

Friday coat watch plumber

8. Draw an X through the coin.  Then, underline the fish.

lamp home quarter flounder
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Follow these directions.

1. Circle the dessert.  Then, cross out the drink.

shoe water master ice cream

2. Draw a line under the flower.  Then, draw a box around the jewelry.

rose ice ring wonder

3. Underline the number.  Then, circle the toy.

towel ball seven noon

4. Draw a line over the tool.  Then, underline the part of the face.

bride store hammer nose

5. Draw a box around the residence.  Then, put a check mark next to the state.

Ohio cement home walk

6. Circle the snack.  Then, draw a line through the relative.

brother wonder pretzels plane

7. Underline a type of transportation.  Then, draw an X through the ocean.

wing truck cheek Atlantic

8. Circle the city.  Then, draw a star in front of a type of weather.

taint rainy Boston fire
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Follow these directions.

1. Underline the softest one.  Then, circle the one that floats.

wood dime cotton pebble

2. Draw a box around the coldest one.  Then, cross out the shortest one.

inch national tiger ice cream

3. Draw a star behind the blue one.  Then, draw a line over the animal.

seven program blueberry skunk

4. Circle the heaviest one.  Then, draw a check mark next to the one that you tie.

shoelace leaf car TV

5. Cross out the one that you drink.  Then, draw a box around the one you hear.

equipment juice moon sound

6. Draw an X in front of the one that is married.  Then, circle the one that can fly.

week wife crow dog

7. Cross out the one that grows.  Then, draw a box around the one that is red.

stop sign missing anchor plant

8. Draw a line over the tallest one.  Then, draw a star in front of the brightest one.

sun bell river tree
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One of the most overt signs of aphasia is a client’s inability to use vocabulary and language
skills effectively.  Some clients with aphasia find their ability to perceive and comprehend
auditory or visual messages significantly reduced.  Because of this, they respond slowly.
Other clients comprehend only parts of the auditory or visual message.  Because they do 
not understand the whole message, their responses are incorrect or tangential.

Some clients may be able to produce a mental image of what they want to say, yet be unable
to recall the necessary words.  This difficulty is usually “process” rather than “word” specific.
Clients will know what they want to say but tell you they “just can’t say it.”  At other times,
they are able to use the same words or phrases correctly.

The tasks in this unit are designed to help the clients compensate for deficits in vocabulary.

Therapy Suggestions

After completing a task that lists choices, review it with the answers covered.  
Show the choices when necessary.

After the client chooses an answer, have him write the answer next to the stimulus
item.  Then have him read the word aloud.

Review the meaning of the content words in all activities to improve comprehension,
the ability to make choices, and word retrieval skills.  Vary the rate of presentation.  
A slower presentation rate will reduce the effects of perseveration and improve 
processing.  Adequate response time allows the client to mentally or verbally
rehearse a response before expressing it.

Encourage verbal rehearsal initially and, over time, gradually shift to mental 
rehearsal of responses.

Unit 3: Vocabulary
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Choose the opposite.

down1. up and _______________

2. left and _______________

3. old and _______________

4. big and _______________

5. clean and _______________

6. empty and _______________

7. man and _______________

8. rough and _______________

9. mine and _______________

10. short and _______________

11. in and _______________

12. cloudy and _______________

over under

exit quick right

hundred young ancient

water near little

sparkling dirty house

open box full

woman sir husband

bumpy road smooth

feeling yours coal

minute person tall

side out on

sky sunny rain
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Choose the opposite.

none1. all and _______________

2. him and _______________

3. wet and _______________

4. north and _______________

5. peace and _______________

6. question and ______________

7. more and _______________

8. whisper and ______________

9. adult and _______________

10. brother and _______________

11. straight and _______________

12. shiny and _______________

out some

broth his her

dry damp water

south storm pole

country war time

query teacher answer

milk less most

quiet voice shout

child parent late

friend teacher sister

line crooked road

penny dull sparkle
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Choose the opposite.

courageous1. brave and _______________

2. rude and _______________

3. innocent and ______________

4. calm and _______________

5. mend and _______________

6. succeed and ______________

7. permanent and ____________

8. general and _______________

9. renew and _______________

10. solid and _______________

11. before and _______________

12. many and _______________

soldier cowardly

interrupt polite shout

trial judge guilty

lake peaceful nervous

break fix glass

leave fail win

hair license temporary

army common specific

expire subscription magazine

cube liquid table

above after nine

few a lot times
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Give the opposite.

1. black and _______________

2. hot and _______________

3. slow and _______________

4. sweet and _______________

5. stop and _______________

6. up and _______________

7. old and _______________

8. pretty and _______________

9. left and _______________

10. open and _______________

11. sick and _______________

12. laugh and _______________

13. whisper and _______________

14. in and _______________

15. top and _______________

16. empty and _______________

17. thick and _______________

18. friend and _______________

19. selfish and _____________

20. first and _______________

21. easy and _______________

22. short and _______________

23. quiet and _______________

24. give and _______________
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Give the opposite.

1. good and _______________

2. raise and _______________

3. early and _______________

4. day and _______________

5. near and _______________

6. true and _______________

7. rough and _______________

8. past and _______________

9. cloudy and _______________

10. find and _______________

11. all and _______________

12. same and _______________

13. shallow and _______________

14. shiny and _______________

15. safe and _______________

16. forward and _______________

17. love and _______________

18. narrow and _______________

19. peace and _____________

20. sit and _______________

21. man and _______________

22. plain and _______________

23. noisy and _______________

24. hard and _______________
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Give the opposite.

1. over and _______________

2. light and _______________

3. more and _______________

4. many and _______________

5. most and _______________

6. him and _______________

7. north and _______________

8. coming and _______________

9. happy and _______________

10. straight and _______________

11. follow and _______________

12. greedy and _______________

13. adult and _______________

14. remember and ______________

15. wet and _______________

16. strong and _______________

17. real and _______________

18. little and _______________

19. before and _____________

20. round and _______________

21. clean and _______________

22. stay and _______________

23. on and _______________

24. empty and _______________
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Choose the word that means the same.

slide1. rock or _______________

2. exit or _______________

3. fall or ______________

4. pants or _______________

5. last or _______________

6. street or ______________

7. money or ____________

8. couple or _______________

9. applaud or _______________

10. wrong or _______________

11. yell or _______________

12. same or _______________

stone hard

window late leave

stable season autumn

clothing legs slacks

final slow first

travel road house

cash spend shop

trio two date

clap rake hands

guess incorrect answer

shout loud person

time again alike
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Choose the word that means the same.

fantastic1. great or _______________

2. home or _______________

3. shut or ______________

4. coat or _______________

5. leave or _______________

6. movie or ______________

7. stay or ____________

8. hurry or _______________

9. author or _______________

10. act or _______________

11. listen or _______________

12. fast or _______________

play watch

dance syrup residence

close door window

zipper clothes jacket

depart door come

film color watch

hold remain room

up rush home

writer book publish

action perform up

stop look hear

time quick race
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Choose the word that means the same.

broken1. fix or _______________

2. physician or _______________

3. sea or ______________

4. whiskers or _______________

5. big or _______________

6. twelve or ______________

7. short or ____________

8. humorous or _______________

9. plain or _______________

10. starved or _______________

11. gift or _______________

12. loud or _______________

chip mend

doctor pill sick

water ocean salt

walk beard razor

large time deal

eggs carton dozen

person group brief

riddle funny cry

bland spicy blend

full food hungry

present bow birthday

whisper noisy voice
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Give a word that means the same.

1. job or _______________

2. car or _______________

3. last or _______________

4. over or _______________

5. wrong or _______________

6. same or _______________

7. happy or _______________

8. great or _______________

9. speak or _______________

10. correct or _______________

11. shut or _______________

12. smart or _______________

13. fast or _______________

14. lamp or _______________

15. twelve or _______________

16. stay or _______________

17. physician or _______________

18. exit or _______________

19. taxi or _______________

20. return or _______________

21. nap or _______________

22. damp or _______________

23. small or _______________

24. sad or _______________
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Give a word that means the same.

1. starved or _______________

2. fix or _______________

3. near or _______________

4. single or _______________

5. loud or _______________

6. plain or _______________

7. round or _______________

8. build or _______________

9. coat or _______________

10. humorous or _______________

11. strange or _______________

12. rock or _______________

13. autumn or _______________

14. dirty or _______________

15. finish or _______________

16. hot or _______________

17. dull or _______________

18. hollow or _______________

19. ship or _______________

20. shrub or _______________

21. applaud or _______________

22. friend or _______________

23. baby or _______________

24. rescue or _______________
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Give a word that means the same.

1. big or _______________

2. street or _______________

3. tune or _______________

4. strong or _______________

5. grown-up or _______________

6. pretty or _______________

7. automobile or _______________

8. child or _______________

9. pants or _______________

10. yell or _______________

11. leave or _______________

12. hurry or _______________

13. money or _______________

14. jump or _______________

15. right or _______________

16. mean or _______________

17. listen or _______________

18. couple or _______________

19. movie or _______________

20. cold or _______________

21. push or _______________

22. gift or _______________

23. angry or _______________

24. shiny or _______________
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Choose the word that is associated with the word on the left.

four1. soap and _______________

2. needle and _______________

3. comb and _______________

4. law and _______________

5. baseball and ______________

6. radio and _______________

7. pots and _____________

8. door and _______________

9. popcorn and ______________

10. wind and _______________

11. paper and _______________

12. table and _______________

broken water

care thread bench

brush air fire

hour now order

boat bat lead

look book TV

night kitchen pans

last window grass

mole soil peanuts

clock rain stone

pencil plan race

dish board chair
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Choose the word that is associated with the word on the left.

week1. man and _______________

2. ice and _______________

3. army and _______________

4. doctor and _______________

5. cream and ______________

6. lock and _______________

7. aunt and _____________

8. hat and _______________

9. fingers and ______________

10. bow and _______________

11. bread and _______________

12. war and _______________

woman young

glass prints snow

jeep navy beat

nurse bill paper

spread sugar watch

key leave bank

cousin uncle cold

gloves stairs hanger

toes mail sleep

widow arrow black

table work butter

win peace fight
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Choose the word that is associated with the word on the left.

money1. moon and _______________

2. husband and ______________

3. spring and _______________

4. eat and _______________

5. camera and ______________

6. sheet and _______________

7. city and _____________

8. spaghetti and _____________

9. envelope and _____________

10. soup and _______________

11. roof and _______________

12. east and _______________

ship sun

wife hand wedding

fever boat summer

water drink less

write film take

blanket cat clean

pin nail state

lunch meatballs card

stamp fire hand

bandage night sandwich

light chat chimney

drive direction west
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Think of a word that is associated with each phrase.

1. paper and _______________

2. coat and _______________

3. cat and _______________

4. table and _______________

5. shoes and _______________

6. washcloth and _______________

7. truck and _______________

8. bacon and _______________

9. army and _______________

10. lunch and _______________

11. red and _______________

12. meat and _______________

13. boys and _______________

14. onions and _______________

15. coffee and _______________

16. right and _______________

17. wind and _______________

18. stop and _______________

19. bread and _____________

20. fork and _______________

21. fingers and _______________

22. wash and _______________

23. give and _______________

24. good and _______________
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Think of a word that is associated with each phrase.

1. pitcher and _______________

2. salt and _______________

3. east and _______________

4. spring and _______________

5. dollars and _______________

6. eat and _______________

7. milk and _______________

8. questions and _______________

9. city and _______________

10. roof and _______________

11. truth and _______________

12. skirt and _______________

13. envelope and _______________

14. trial and _______________

15. prince and _______________

16. pencil and _______________

17. minute and _______________

18. tree and _______________

19. old and _____________

20. smoke and _______________

21. big and _______________

22. brother and _______________

23. work and _______________

24. table and _______________
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Think of a word that is associated with each phrase.

1. horse and _______________

2. soup and _______________

3. deposit and _______________

4. ketchup and _______________

5. Saturday and _______________

6. parents and _______________

7. peas and _______________

8. boat and _______________

9. sticks and _______________

10. hamburgers and _____________

11. night and _______________

12. fish and _______________

13. ham and _______________

14. hook and _______________

15. camera and _______________

16. first and _______________

17. send and _______________

18. arrive and _______________

19. cheese and _____________

20. cup and _______________

21. up and _______________

22. inside and _______________

23. thunder and _______________

24. bride and _______________
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Choose the word that matches the definition.

table1. a piece of furniture you sleep on

2. something you wear on your feet

3. a support for your head when you sleep

4. a device you use to call friends

5. a vehicle you drive

6. a money holder

7. a vehicle that floats on water

8. a tool used to dig holes

9. a cloth used for drying

10. these help your vision

11. a tool you use for cutting

12. a book of word meanings

13. a body part used for chewing

14. a building that contains books

15. an important organ of your body

bed closet

floor toes shoes

pillow wall hat

gossip wire phone

car gasoline road

wallet check spend

rock boat ocean

dirt plant shovel

towel shower wet

ears glasses see

scissors stapler paper

magazine pocket dictionary

chin teeth water

bank garage library

face hand heart
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Choose the word that matches the definition.

hat1. something you wear on your head

2. a device that tells time

3. tells you what’s happening in the world

4. something that shows a reflection

5. 100 cents

6. it takes a picture

7. a kind of flower

8. an item you use for sweeping

9. a place where you can see movies

10. used for walking a dog

11. a cooking item

12. a body part you kick with

13. what you drive on

14. a pleasant melody

15. a container

brow tie

clock recorder hour

noise newspaper time

picture wall mirror

dollar money spend

camera dark flicker

give thorn rose

dirt broom floor

star picture theater

leash cat bone

kitchen hot pan

foot ball down

road train fast

sing notes music

assume hold bag
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Choose the word that matches the definition.

paper1. what you write on

2. a building material

3. this makes a car run

4. a place to go swimming

5. an article of clothing

6. cosmetics

7. items a florist sells

8. a learning institution

9. the coldest season

10. what you use to clean your teeth

11. a safe place to deposit your money

12. a sharp device used for shaving

13. a beverage

14. used to wipe your mouth

15. an instructor

spell fold

bricks wall porch

auto drive gasoline

lifeguard pool wet

warm shoulder suit

makeup color face

thanks flowers odors

school teach book

summer hot winter

toothbrush chew mouth

coins loan bank

razor sharp beard

glass juice orange

napkin clean rub

book learn teacher
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Name a word that matches the definition.

1. something you wear to hold up your pants ________________________

2. a writing instrument ________________________

3. furniture you sit on ________________________

4. something to read ________________________

5. a headache reliever ________________________

6. used to fix hair ________________________

7. furniture you rock in ________________________

8. a vehicle with two wheels ________________________

9. a device that tells time ________________________

10. a place to live ________________________

11. something you wear on your feet ________________________

12. what you cover a table with to keep it clean ________________________

13. a device you hold in your hand that gives off light ________________________

14. a place to store plates and dishes ________________________

15. you put a picture in this to hang it on the wall ________________________

16. an electrical appliance with a shade ________________________

17. a clear beverage ________________________

18. a form of transportation with wings ________________________

19. something you wear to help your vision ________________________

20. an eating utensil ________________________
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Name a word that matches the definition.

1. a tool used for cutting ________________________

2. what you wear on your eyes to keep the sun out ________________________

3. a device that tells which direction you’re going ________________________

4. reading material that has news, ads, and sports ________________________

5. you look in it to see your reflection ________________________

6. this records your picture on film ________________________

7. a container ________________________

8. a substance used to make your skin soft ________________________

9. something you use to pay for things ________________________

10. what you use to keep a dog from getting loose ________________________

11. a hot drink ________________________

12. a device used to open a can ________________________

13. a kind of fruit ________________________

14. a cold dessert ________________________

15. a salty body of water ________________________

16. jewelry worn on the finger ________________________

17. the body part you use for seeing ________________________

18. a material used for building a house ________________________

19. a place where people swim ________________________

20. another name for cosmetics ________________________
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Name a word that matches the definition.

1. an article of clothing you wear to keep warm ________________________

2. a book that gives the meanings of words ________________________

3. an appliance you use to brown bread ________________________

4. the part of your body you use for breathing ________________________

5. a sandwich made with a beef patty and a bun ________________________

6. a source of light for the Earth ________________________

7. what you put a letter in before mailing it ________________________

8. a container where you put trash ________________________

9. something that grows on trees ________________________

10. a utensil you use to cut food ________________________

11. the structure that lets you cross over a river ________________________

12. a place where you learn ________________________

13. a cloth that gets dirt off your hands ________________________

14. a device that keeps you dry when it rains ________________________

15. jewelry worn on the ears ________________________

16. an animal you ride using a saddle ________________________

17. a metal utensil used for cooking ________________________

18. a sharp utensil used to cut wood ________________________

19. a female parent ________________________

20. transportation under the ground ________________________
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Choose the word that fits the clues.

TV1. screen, programs, channel

2. legs, seat, back

3. articles, ads, comics

4. brush, head, blonde

5. cow, beverage, white

6. appliance, cord, rug

7. camera, film, flash

8. hands, warm, clothing

9. pages, read, cover

10. fingers, palm, wrist

11. frame, lenses, see

12. buzz, sting, honey

13. wheat, butter, toast

14. frozen, cubes, water

15. nail, hit, carpenter

sun change

sit chair stand

print read newspaper

clean smooth hair

milk beef water

vacuum carpet dirt

envelope picture take

feet gloves fingers

luck pickle book

hand nose place

glasses talk chicken

club calls bee

bread woman picture

TV truth ice

hammer mail cup
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Choose the word that fits the clues.

snow1. winter, flakes, white

2. letter, stamp, address

3. fly, pilot, airport

4. stripes, cat, jungle

5. handle, prongs, eat

6. strings, music, fingers

7. frame, wall, hang

8. white, mashed, baked

9. blink, see, lashes

10. flower, thorns, stem

11. mattress, sleep, pillow

12. foot, sole, leather

13. garment, neck, men

14. sew, eye, sharp

15. shade, plug, bulb

sun clear

wrote envelope bag

bus drive plane

tiger skunk mouse

spoon fork knife

flute guitar drum

knit rug picture

onions potatoes eggs

nose ear eye

smell rose give

bed chair tired

coat pen shoe

shoes tie watch

needle nose material

vacuum lamp mixer
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Choose the word that fits the clues.

lion1. cat, roar, mane

2. dessert, crust, apple

3. fruit, red, core

4. busy, cars, trucks

5. leather, pocket, money

6. icing, slice, chocolate

7. one, money, paper

8. lava, mountain, erupt

9. glove, ball, bat

10. men, hair, lip

11. lima, string, vegetables

12. 60, time, seconds

13. night, sky, full

14. fluffy, sky, white

15. building, high, city

cobra king

drink breakfast pie

apple lemon pumpkin

street wheel subway

wallet carry silver

plate ice cream cake

purse dollar coin

volcano hot red

team baseball diamond

teeth moustache woman

beans fruit yellow

minute year century

landing solar moon

sun clouds ocean

window traffic skyscraper
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Name a word that fits the clues.

1. ink, write, utensil ____________________

2. leaves, roots, branches ____________________

3. tall, building, city ____________________

4. vault, tellers, loans ____________________

5. caffeine, hot, drink ____________________

6. bun, beef, ketchup ____________________

7. chew, mouth, white ____________________

8. warm, wool, bed ____________________

9. pages, read, cover ____________________

10. salty, crisp, snack ____________________

11. rims, lenses, see ____________________

12. eraser, write, lead ____________________

13. smell, nostrils, face ____________________

14. knob, shut, hinges ____________________

15. drink, clear, faucet ____________________

16. burn, wax, wick ____________________

17. month, dates, wall ____________________

18. frozen, cubes, water ____________________

19. hot, bowl, chicken noodle ____________________

20. tracks, railroad crossing, signals ____________________
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Name a word that fits the clues.

1. fly, airport, pilot ____________________

2. sew, eye, pointed ____________________

3. fruit, purple, bunch ____________________

4. foot, warm, wool ____________________

5. hear, drum, lobe ____________________

6. faucet, water, basin ____________________

7. actors, screen, ticket ____________________

8. picture, film, focus ____________________

9. tube, teeth, cleaner ____________________

10. headache, pain, medicine ____________________

11. dessert, sweet, cold ____________________

12. toes, ankle, heel ____________________

13. cheddar, Swiss, slice ____________________

14. sting, honey, insect ____________________

15. fruit, yellow, peel ____________________

16. hair, chin, men ____________________

17. rooms, roof, residence ____________________

18. coin, 25, spend ____________________

19. keys, music, play ____________________

20. music, knob, listen ____________________
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Name a word that fits the clues.

1. red, vegetable, ketchup ____________________

2. dark, damp, bats ____________________

3. bark, canine, pet ____________________

4. color, brush, paper ____________________

5. stalls, loft, livestock ____________________

6. scales, fins, food ____________________

7. handle, soup, stir ____________________

8. ice cream, topping, cherry ____________________

9. loaf, slice, wheat ____________________

10. bread, meat, mustard ____________________

11. food, building, tables ____________________

12. days, seven, time period ____________________

13. fry, handle, metal ____________________

14. siren, ambulance, building ____________________

15. wind, dangerous, storm ____________________

16. chew, flavors, sugarless ____________________

17. blade, teeth, wood ____________________

18. shell, reptile, slow ____________________

19. laces, sole, foot ____________________

20. clothes, appliance, clean ____________________
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Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it’s used.

1. belt

2. pen

3. chair

4. book

5. aspirin

6. hot dog

7. brush

8. bed

9. car

10. watch

11. radio

12. apartment

13. shoe

14. pillow

15. water

16. lamp

17. bus

18. telephone

19. boat

20. wallet
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Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it’s used.

1. hamper

2. money

3. shovel

4. towel

5. binoculars

6. umbrella

7. token

8. scissors

9. phone book

10. toaster

11. dumpster

12. library

13. sun

14. ruler

15. envelope

16. lungs

17. clock

18. calendar

19. mirror

20. stapler
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Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it’s used.

1. eggs

2. box

3. camera

4. stadium

5. wheelbarrow

6. lock

7. newspaper

8. gasoline

9. ladder

10. fence

11. brick

12. alarm

13. trophy

14. screwdriver

15. college

16. tissue

17. funnel

18. button

19. flashlight

20. freezer
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Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it’s used.

1. bridge

2. lotion

3. cage

4. tweezers

5. shampoo

6. ambulance

7. crosswalk

8. wastebasket

9. key

10. billboard

11. flag

12. loudspeaker

13. fan

14. elevator

15. crowbar

16. shopping cart

17. filing cabinet

18. factory

19. calculator

20. sawhorse
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Choose the word from the box that completes the list.

volleyball1. golf, tennis, baseball

2. dog, cow, bear

3. Tuesday, Friday, Monday

4. corn, broccoli, onion

5. blue, green, yellow

6. mail carrier, plumber, doctor

7. piano, violin, guitar

8. quarter, nickel, dime

9. Ford, Chevrolet, Buick

10. ring, bracelet, watch

11. petunia, rose, daisy

12. book, pencil, desk

book chair

soft sweet squirrel

day oil Sunday

turtle peas food

paint light red

work building welder

play flute music

spend penny buy

Dodge car drive

necklace finger expensive

tree geranium sod

chalk carpet window
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Choose the word from the box that completes the list.

cement1. stone, brick, wood

2. pretzels, chips, peanuts

3. aunt, dad, sister

4. cloudy, fair, rainy

5. touch, taste, hear

6. Asia, Europe, Africa

7. lungs, liver, kidney

8. box, bag, can

9. tongue, lip, gums

10. garnet, ruby, sapphire

11. fly, mosquito, ant

12. shirt, socks, pants

build house

popcorn snacks eat

related family cousin

climate weather sunny

see senses run

country Australia land

heart body organ

storage jar metal

chew teeth leg

stones hard opal

legs spider crawl

plaid nylon belt
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Choose the word from the box that completes the list.

juicy1. plum, pear, grapes

2. grin, frown, smirk

3. trim, shave, chair

4. film, flash, prints

5. pig, horse, cow

6. cards, dice, board

7. filling, drill, X-rays

8. waitress, tables, meals

9. ladder, hoses, axes

10. vault, withdrawal, cash

11. ankle, elbow, shoulder

12. cream, milk, cheese

lemon sour

smile lips face

barber long track

hair camera fire

date bit goat

producer tokens peach

building teeth magazine

time menu scratch

fire truck red car

today coins groceries

nose wrist hair

water butter cold
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Choose the word from the box that completes the list.

bend1. arm, head, chest

2. juice, water, coffee

3. chair, couch, dresser

4. jazz, rock, blues

5. ball, top, toy trucks

6. TV, radio, newspaper

7. minute, hour, day

8. lord, earl, prince

9. bus, train, car

10. Utah, Ohio, Kansas

11. hammer, pliers, wrench

12. seven, three, ten

clothes leg

milk drink glass

wood table sit

dance sound classical

jacks play child

news magazine words

time clock second

king men country

travel plane ride

reside state Maryland

work chisel build

add eleven count
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Choose the word from the box that completes the list.

eat1. supper, dinner, lunch

2. tire, horn, brake

3. French, English, German

4. orange, grape, cherry

5. plane, bus, taxi

6. walk, jog, stride

7. pop, snap, crunch

8. pecan, peanut, almond

9. picket, stone, wooden

10. wood, boat, raft

11. muffin, bagel, roll

12. bowling, soccer, hockey

breakfast meal

drive engine car

language speak Italian

lemon flavor taste

boat ticket seat

sleep feet run

sounds crackle broke

food shell walnut

chain link fence walls

ship river water

oatmeal Danish corn

grass baseball lose
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Choose the word from the box that completes the list.

denim1. orange, plum, grape

2. beef, veal, chicken

3. October, June, March

4. tigers, bears, elephants

5. wheat, oat, bran

6. Boston, Chicago, Miami

7. rain, sleet, snow

8. Arctic, Pacific, Indian

9. cucumber, beets, corn

10. sofa, stool, chair

11. door, window, floor

12. princess, queen, king

apple pen

dinner pork grease

January rich Tuesday

dogs run lions

barley farm field

reside city Atlanta

hail weather nature

salt water Atlantic

apple carrots fall

floor room table

wall carpet chair

castle horse prince
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Choose the items that belong in each category.

Sports

Numbers

Rooms in a
House

Drinks

Jobs

Writing
Instruments

baseball

tennis

throw

kick

football

track

play

swimming

jump

seven

trunk

count

two

fourteen

five

list

three

March

building

bedroom

window

bathroom

backyard

kitchen

dream

living room

rug

wet

milk

thirsty

glass

juice

cold

tea

coffee

water

employment

plumber

building

doctor

letter

pay

cashier

farmer

store

pen

author

crayon

story

pencil

words

letters

chalk

smooth
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Choose the items that belong in each category.

Fabrics

Transportation

Facial Features

Emotions

Doctor’s Office

Colors

wool

wear

washer

cotton

rayon

shirt

nylon

sew

silk

bus

ride

plane

ticket

car

subway

train

fee

gas

arm

eye

cheek

nose

chin

leg

back

eyebrow

heart

talk

joy

happiness

sorrow

stroll

anger

shape

frustration

lips

union

nurse

scale

pills

savings

bandages

cars

thermometer

rocks

brush

purple

green

yellow

blue

paint

color

orange

black
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Choose the items that belong in each category.

Things to
Renew

Heavy Things

Things to Open

Things to
Inflate

Hard Things

Things That
Turn

pencils

yearly

license

school

subscriptions

packs

golden

insurance

prescription

steel beam

truck

milk

book

refrigerator

car

elephant

feather

dust

tile

box

glass

can

door

safe

apple

zipper

window

fork

ball

inner tubes

tires

balloon

phone

shovel

envelopes

raft

concrete

rocks

cotton

steel

fur

paper

brick

pillow

iron

glue

dials

sidewalk

cars

snow

knobs

steel

wheels

wax
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Choose words from the bottom of the page to fit each category.

Numbers Things that Fly Weather Conditions

Flavors Languages Vegetables

vanilla

French

seven

clear

beans

cloudy

plane

corn

English

twelve

chocolate

Chinese

sunny

cucumber

five

strawberry

bird

three

onions

helicopter

German

rainy

licorice

peas

wasp

Latin

eight

butterscotch

snowy

mosquito
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Choose words from the bottom of the page to fit each category.

Colors Jobs Months

Drinks Money Transportation

juice

blue

quarter

plumber

car

ship

dollar

June

bus

yellow

coffee

welder

December

penny

black

waitress

soda

water

train

tea

teacher

October

airplane

nickel

green

dime

dentist

January

orange

March
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Choose words from the bottom of the page to fit each category.

Fish Wild Mammals Birds

Insects Dogs Reptiles

lion

fly

snake

collie

cardinal

shark

beagle

robin

beetle

flounder

tiger

turtle

crocodile

poodle

giraffe

wren

bass

bee

perch

lizard

mosquito

blue jay

bear

spaniel

elephant

retriever

alligator

haddock

grasshopper

crow
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1. building materials ____________ ____________ ____________

2. things in a kitchen ____________ ____________ ____________

3. types of stores ____________ ____________ ____________

4. states ____________ ____________ ____________

5. snacks ____________ ____________ ____________

6. transportation ____________ ____________ ____________

7. relatives ____________ ____________ ____________

8. cities ____________ ____________ ____________

9. weather conditions ____________ ____________ ____________

10. parts of the body ____________ ____________ ____________

11. kinds of plants ____________ ____________ ____________

12. parts of a car ____________ ____________ ____________

13. languages ____________ ____________ ____________

14. flavors ____________ ____________ ____________

15. containers ____________ ____________ ____________

16. senses ____________ ____________ ____________

List some items that belong in each category.
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1. furniture ____________ ____________ ____________

2. fruits ____________ ____________ ____________

3. people’s first names ____________ ____________ ____________

4. rooms in a house ____________ ____________ ____________

5. sports ____________ ____________ ____________

6. vegetables ____________ ____________ ____________

7. days of the week ____________ ____________ ____________

8. countries ____________ ____________ ____________

9. colors ____________ ____________ ____________

10. meats ____________ ____________ ____________

11. clothing items ____________ ____________ ____________

12. writing instruments ____________ ____________ ____________

13. jobs ____________ ____________ ____________

14. months ____________ ____________ ____________

15. musical instruments ____________ ____________ ____________

16. things in a classroom ____________ ____________ ____________

List some items that belong in each category.
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1. holidays ____________ ____________ ____________

2. coins ____________ ____________ ____________

3. TV shows ____________ ____________ ____________

4. birds ____________ ____________ ____________

5. desserts ____________ ____________ ____________

6. drinks ____________ ____________ ____________

7. wild animals ____________ ____________ ____________

8. flowers ____________ ____________ ____________

9. types of music ____________ ____________ ____________

10. toys ____________ ____________ ____________

11. types of medicine ____________ ____________ ____________

12. tools ____________ ____________ ____________

13. household appliances ____________ ____________ ____________

14. kinds of trees ____________ ____________ ____________

15. facial expressions ____________ ____________ ____________

16. jewelry ____________ ____________ ____________

List some items that belong in each category.
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Unit 4: Answering Questions

The tasks in this unit combine auditory and visual stimuli with a graphic or verbal response.
The integration of language processes can help to reduce or eliminate the effects of aphasia.
These tasks tend to be more difficult for an aphasic client to master as they involve a greater
degree of mental manipulation, inhibition of perseveration, and the incorporation of receptive
and expressive language skills.

Therapy Suggestions

Present items as an auditory task, asking the client to mentally rehearse his
response.  Mental rehearsal aids comprehension.

Offer additional instruction or visual explanations on comparison tasks to 
reduce the level of abstraction.

Backtrack or restate the task directions if the client has difficulty maintaining 
set.  The comparison and embedded information tasks may be particularly 
troublesome.

Structure tasks so the client achieves at least 80% accuracy on tasks to 
promote feelings of success and reduce frustration.

Review missed items with the client and develop auditory and visual coding 
systems to help him remember and understand the information.
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. He owns a dog. What does he own?

2. She turned on the light. What did she turn on?

3. Please sit on the chair. Where should you sit?

4. Will you change the channel? What should you change?

5. She bought a dress. What did she buy?

6. He drank milk. What did he drink?

7. The girls played softball. What did the girls play?

8. He paid with a check. How did he pay?

9. He wrote with a pencil. What did he write with?

10. She played the guitar. What did she play?

11. The house was white. What color was the house?

12. He cut the wood. What did he cut?

13. The man wore glasses. What did the man wear?

14. She read a book. What did she read?

15. The boy made the bed. What did the boy make?

16. They climbed the mountain. What did they climb?

17. He flew to Chicago. Where did he fly?

18. She called her on Thursday. When did she call her?
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. He planted a garden. What did he plant?

2. It was 3:00. What time was it?

3. They ate fish for dinner. What did they eat for dinner?

4. He asked a question. What did he ask?

5. She was a doctor. What was she?

6. He drove a school bus. What did he drive?

7. He subscribed to a magazine. What did he subscribe to?

8. The music was loud. What was the music like?

9. The cat slept on the bed. Where did the cat sleep?

10. The runner broke a record. What did the runner break?

11. He bought a car. What did he buy?

12. She climbed the steps. What did she climb?

13. The paper was striped. What was the paper like?

14. It was raining. What was the weather like?

15. She went to the store. Where did she go?

16. Her birthday is in May. When is her birthday?

17. The day seemed long. How did the day seem?

18. She went to work at 7:00. When did she go to work?
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. She is from Ohio. Where is she from?

2. His name is James. What is his name?

3. He broke his leg. What did he break?

4. Today is Saturday. What day is it?

5. Turn off the radio. What should you turn off?

6. I want to go to the store. Where do I want to go?

7. He went to school. Where did he go?

8. I counted to ten. How far did I count?

9. Hand me the phone. What should you hand me?

10. She had a problem. What did she have?

11. Please close the door. What should you close?

12. The concert is in the park. Where is the concert?

13. He wore shorts to the picnic. What did he wear?

14. They were training the puppy. What were they training?

15. He grew a beard. What did he grow?

16. He ate a taco for lunch. What did he eat for lunch?

17. She bought a hat. What did she buy?

18. He is a builder. What is he? 
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1. His brothers are Tom and Sam.

Who are his brothers? ____________ and ____________

2. The store sold shoes and boots.

What did the store sell? ____________ and ____________

3. He read a book and a magazine.

What did he read? ____________ and ____________

4. They drove through Ohio and Illinois.

Where did they drive? ____________ and ____________

5. The house was surrounded by a fence and trees.

What was the house surrounded by? ____________ and ____________

6. The movie was shown on channels 7 and 12.

Which channels showed the movie? ____________ and ____________

7. The speech was long and interesting.

What was the speech like? ____________ and ____________

8. He cleaned the windows and the floor.

What did he clean? ____________ and ____________

9. We planted beans and corn.

What did we plant? ____________ and ____________

10. He wanted to be a painter and a bus driver.

What did he want to be? ____________ and ____________

Listen to each sentence and answer the question.
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1. They invited their friends and family.

Whom did they invite? ____________ and ____________

2. I broke my leg and my arm.

What did I break? ____________ and ____________

3. They ordered eggs and toast.

What did they order? ____________ and ____________

4. He sharpened the knife and the pencil.

What did he sharpen? ____________ and ____________

5. I typed a letter and a report.

What did I type? ____________ and ____________

6. He plays the guitar and the piano.

What does he play? ____________ and ____________

7. The factory produces batteries and cables.

What does the factory produce? ____________ and ____________

8. The clothes were made from cotton and rayon.

What were the clothes made from? ____________ and ____________

9. I enjoy swimming and running.

What do I enjoy? ____________ and ____________

10. The carpenter used a hammer and saw.

What did the carpenter use? ____________ and ____________

Listen to each sentence and answer the question.
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1. He picked beans and tomatoes from the garden.

What did he pick from the garden? ____________ and ____________

2. The rug is red and blue.

Which colors are in the rug? ____________ and ____________

3. She wore pants and a sweater to the party.

What did she wear? ____________ and ____________

4. They own a cat and a dog.

What pets do they own? ____________ and ____________

5. Pass the salt and pepper.

What should you pass? ____________ and ____________

6. He wore a ring and a watch.

What did he wear? ____________ and ____________

7. The boy played the drums and the flute.

What did the boy play? ____________ and ____________

8. The woman cleaned the kitchen and the bathroom.

Which rooms did the woman clean? ____________ and ____________

9. He bought milk and eggs.

What did he buy? ____________ and ____________

10. There were meetings on Tuesday and Thursday.

When were the meetings? ____________ and ____________

Listen to each sentence and answer the question.
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1. They barbecued chicken and pork.

What did they barbecue? ____________ and ____________

2. The weather was hot and humid.

What was the weather like? ____________ and ____________

3. He likes swimming and jogging.

What does he like? ____________ and ____________

4. The bakery sold bread and rolls.

What did the bakery sell? ____________ and ____________

5. He did the laundry and the shopping.

What did he do? ____________ and ____________

6. Her brothers are Sean and Lee.

Who are her brothers? ____________ and ____________

7. He read a magazine and a book.

What did he read? ____________ and ____________

8. She likes to listen to rock and jazz music.

Which music does she like to listen to? ____________ and ____________

9. The child has a cold and a fever.

What does the child have? ____________ and ____________

10. He likes to tell jokes and stories.

What does he like to tell? ____________ and ____________

Listen to each sentence and answer the question.
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1. The crowd clapped and cheered.

What did the crowd do? ____________ and ____________

2. The farmer raises cattle and hogs.

What does the farmer raise? ____________ and ____________

3. He gave her candy and flowers.

What did he give her? ____________ and ____________

4. The car needed new brakes and tires.

What did the car need? ____________ and ____________

5. They went to Oregon and Washington.

Which states did they visit? ____________ and ____________

6. They painted the house yellow and blue.

Which colors did they paint the house? ____________ and ____________

7. The boy collects baseball cards and rocks.

What does the boy collect? ____________ and ____________

8. They had soup and sandwiches for lunch.

What did they have for lunch? ____________ and ____________

9. He plays football and basketball.

What does he play? ____________ and ____________

10. She speaks French and English.

Which languages does she speak? ____________ and ____________

Listen to each sentence and answer the question.
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. I bought some bread, eggs, and milk.

What did I buy?

2. The farmer grew corn, beans, and wheat.

What did the farmer grow?

3. She wore a blouse, skirt, and jacket.

What did she wear?

4. The store sold shoes, boots, and sandals.

What did the store sell?

5. He read a book, a magazine, and the newspaper.

What did he read?

6. They drove through Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana.

Which states did they drive through?

7. The house was painted green, white, and gray.

Which colors was the house painted?

8. The speech was long, interesting, and funny.

What was the speech like?

9. He cleaned the kitchen, the bathroom, and the bedroom.

Which rooms did he clean?

10. We planted flowers, vegetables, and bushes.

What did we plant?
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. The orchard had apple, pear, and plum trees.

Which kinds of trees did the orchard have?

2. The student spoke Spanish, German, and French.

Which languages did the student speak?

3. She drank coffee, tea, and juice.

What did she drink?

4. They ordered eggs, toast, and fruit.

What did they order?

5. He sharpened the knife, the scissors, and the saw.

What did he sharpen?

6. The fisherman caught a bluegill, a bass, and a perch.

What did the fisherman catch?

7. I wrote with a pen, a pencil, and a marker.

What did I write with?

8. She enjoys swimming, running, and dancing.

What does she enjoy?

9. The child played with blocks, trucks, and cars.

What did the child play with?

10. The carpenter used a hammer, a saw, and a chisel.

What did the carpenter use?
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. He has a son, a daughter, and a stepson.

Who is in his family?

2. He bought a T-shirt, a belt, and some socks.

What did he buy?

3. The flag is white, yellow, and green.

Which colors are in the flag?

4. Their birthdays are in March, May, and June.

When are their birthdays?

5. They had lived in New York, Indiana, and Florida.

Where had they lived?

6. They owned a cat, a fish, and a dog.

Which animals did they own?

7. He studied math, English, and history.

What did he study?

8. Her sisters are Linda, Kim, and Jackie.

Who are her sisters?

9. She drew a circle, a square, and a diamond.

What did she draw?

10. Most people can see, hear, and smell.

What can most people do?
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. Her nephews are Danny, Carlos, and Jesse.

Who are her nephews?

2. They bought a chair, a sofa, and a lamp.

What did they buy?

3. The snack bar sells peanuts, lemonade, and popcorn.

What does the snack bar sell?

4. The shoes came in brown, black, and tan.

Which colors did the shoes come in?

5. She works on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

Which days does she work?

6. The pet store sells dogs, fish, and cats.

Which animals does the pet store sell?

7. His salad included lettuce, tomatoes, and onions.

What did his salad include?

8. The car needs gas, oil, and water.

What does the car need?

9. She bought nails, screws, and bolts.

What did she buy?

10. Her mother, father, and brother live in Montana.

Who lives in Montana?
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Listen to each sentence and answer the question.

1. Sheets, blankets, and pillows were on sale.

What was on sale?

2. They played cards, chess, and checkers.

Which games did they play?

3. They went to the zoo, the movies, and the baseball game.

Where did they go?

4. The agent sold houses, buildings, and empty lots.

What did the agent sell?

5. His brothers were 7, 11, and 14.

How old were his brothers?

6. She served pretzels, popcorn, and peanuts.

What did she serve?

7. They raised terriers, collies, and beagles.

Which breeds of dogs did they raise?

8. We could see Mars, Mercury, and Venus with a telescope.

What could we see with a telescope?

9. She used a toaster, a mixer, and a can opener.

What did she use?

10. He wanted to be a singer, a dancer, or a musician.

What did he want to be?
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Do pens write?

2. Does a belt tighten?

3. Does a chair walk?

4. Do cars fly?

5. Is glass breakable?

6. Are teeth combed?

7. Do radios have pictures?

8. Are books read?

9. Are beds soft?

10. Is a mountain small?

11. Are shoes worn?

12. Do lamps produce light?

13. Do you drink water?

14. Are pillows hard?

15. Do horses bark?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Do boats float?

2. Do you spend a wallet?

3. Do you dig with a shovel?

4. Do you drink sandwiches?

5. Do pencils have ink?

6. Do glasses help you see?

7. Do you cut meat with a spoon?

8. Are shirts worn?

9. Do you write with scissors?

10. Is milk clear?

11. Do toasters brown bread?

12. Is the sun cold?

13. Are libraries buildings?

14. Do dictionaries define words?

15. Do fingers chew?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Are rulers crooked?

2. Are letters mailed?

3. Do knives cut?

4. Are hats clothing?

5. Do clocks eat?

6. Does a mirror reflect?

7. Is a dollar money?

8. Do ladders paint?

9. Do cameras take pictures?

10. Do brooms sweep?

11. Is coffee an animal?

12. Does water burn?

13. Are eggs breakable?

14. Are razors soft?

15. Do ears see?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Does cloth tear?

2. Does a belt hold up your pants?

3. Is a chair a piece of furniture?

4. Is a book made out of metal?

5. Does aspirin cure cancer?

6. Do some people put mustard on hot dogs?

7. Do some people brush their hair?

8. Are sheets of paper put on a bed?

9. Are cars used for transportation?

10. Do watches run on electricity?

11. Is music played on the radio?

12. Are houses made of cotton?

13. Does water come out of a candle?

14. Can horses be used for transportation?

15. Is money carried in a wallet?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Is a pencil always sharp?

2. Do some people eat bread?

3. Are shovels made out of cardboard?

4. Do you eat with a fork?

5. Do you wear a shirt over your jacket?

6. Are scissors used for cooking food?

7. Does milk come from a cow?

8. Are words spelled correctly in the dictionary?

9. Can you buy fish at a library?

10. Does the sun rise in the north?

11. Should you brush your teeth every day?

12. Are yardsticks longer than 8 feet?

13. Can you mail a letter in an envelope?

14. Is the heart one of the organs of the body?

15. Do you use a spoon to cut meat?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Do you wear a hat on your head?

2. Is a clock used for telling the time?

3. Are mirrors made out of rubber?

4. Is a calendar used for telling the date?

5. Is a quarter worth more than a dollar?

6. Is a rose a kind of fruit?

7. Are boxes used for storage?

8. Do airplanes fly in the air?

9. Do you go to the park to watch TV?

10. Can you freeze food?

11. Are there 12 inches in a foot?

12. Are streets made out of plastic?

13. Are bricks sometimes used for building walls?

14. Is paper used for building houses?

15. Do you wear a ring around your ankle?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Do bicycles need gasoline to run?

2. Do people swim in a pool?

3. Are pants worn on your arms?

4. Do clowns wear makeup?

5. Are screwdrivers used for pounding nails?

6. Is a ladder used for crossing a river?

7. Do children go to school to learn?

8. Do you hang a picture on the wall?

9. Are bracelets worn around the waist?

10. Do people deposit money in a bank?

11. Are razors used for cleaning furniture?

12. Does pork come from a cow?

13. Do you use tissues when you have a cold?

14. Do you use a napkin to wipe your mouth?

15. Does a blanket keep you cool?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Are spoons used for stirring liquids?

2. Does a microphone make a person’s voice louder?

3. Would you find an escalator in a one-story building?

4. Is a piano a musical instrument?

5. Do you use flyswatters to catch mice?

6. Is a caboose part of an airplane?

7. Is snow a form of precipitation?

8. Is an attic underground?

9. Does a meteorologist predict your horoscope?

10. Do you pack a suitcase before you go on vacation?

11. Can you use a refrigerator to bake a cake?

12. Do you use an umbrella when it’s raining?

13. Can you play cards with credit cards?

14. Is chocolate a flavor of ice cream?

15. Will a canoe float on top of the water?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Is a feather lighter than a bird?

2. Is a tree taller than a mountain?

3. Is a sandwich thinner than a cracker?

4. Is a barn wider than a closet?

5. Is night darker than day?

6. Is a teenager younger than a toddler?

7. Is a kitten older than a cat?

8. Is a snail faster than a rabbit?

9. Is a chair heavier than a cushion?

10. Is wax harder than a pane of glass?

11. Is the sun hotter than the moon?

12. Is a hairbrush bigger than a toothbrush?

13. Is a foot longer than a mile?

14. Is a comedy happier than a tragedy?

15. Is an alley narrower than an interstate highway?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Is nighttime lighter than daytime?

2. Is a building taller than a stop sign?

3. Is silence louder than a whisper?

4. Is glass smoother than gravel?

5. Is laughing sadder than crying?

6. Is 9:00 p.m. later than 10:00 p.m.?

7. Is a car faster than a bicycle?

8. Is a road wider than a sidewalk?

9. Is snow more colorful than a rainbow?

10. Is an ant smaller than a grasshopper?

11. Is a road straighter than a ruler?

12. Is sandpaper smoother than glass?

13. Is a car heavier than a motorcycle?

14. Is the sun brighter than a flashlight?

15. Is a train faster than a jet?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Which is:

1. colder – winter or summer?

2. spicier – water or pizza?

3. sweeter – candy or pretzels?

4. softer – a wooden chair or a cushioned chair?

5. slower – a turtle or a deer?

6. earlier – 9:00 a.m. or 7:00 a.m.?

7. larger – a cart or a truck?

8. thicker – a finger or an arm?

9. nicer – sunny weather or rainy weather?

10. noisier – an empty room or an amusement park?

11. younger – a baby or an adolescent?

12. rounder – a box or a basketball?

13. cheaper – a coat or a pencil?

14. longer – a century or a year?

15. brighter – the sun or the moon?

16. wider – a creek or a river?

17. longer – a highway or a driveway?

18. heavier – a balloon or an anchor?

19. bigger – a department store or a garage?

20. sweeter – a lemon or an apple?
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Choose the correct word to complete each comparison.

1. An elephant is smaller/larger than a horse.

2. A year is longer/shorter than a month.

3. A car is cheaper/more expensive than a bicycle.

4. A fire is hotter/colder than snow.

5. Aluminum foil is shinier/duller than a paper towel.

6. Yellow is darker/brighter than brown.

7. A sleeping baby is louder/quieter than a crying baby.

8. Rope is stronger/weaker than thread.

9. A piece of paper is thicker/thinner than a cracker.

10. Tree bark is smoother/rougher than paper.

11. Applesauce is blander/spicier than garlic bread.

12. A book is longer/shorter than a magazine.

13. A leaf is heavier/lighter than a log.

14. A skyscraper is taller/shorter than a house.

15. A canoe is bigger/smaller than a barge.

16. A rabbit is quicker/slower than a turtle.

17. Mud is cleaner/dirtier than soap.

18. A peacock is uglier/prettier than a toad.

19. The roof of a house is higher/lower than the basement.

20. A person is faster/slower than a car.
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Choose the correct word to complete each comparison.

1. Jet planes travel slower/faster than birds.

2. Soup is hotter/colder than ice.

3. A peanut is bigger/smaller than a basketball.

4. A house is cheaper/more expensive than a house plant.

5. A desert is drier/wetter than an ocean.

6. A well is deeper/shallower than a puddle.

7. Sandpaper is smoother/rougher than glass.

8. Gum is cheaper/more expensive than diamonds.

9. A steel beam is weaker/stronger than a pencil.

10. A playground is noisier/quieter than a library.

11. A chair is smaller/bigger than a cup.

12. A highway is shorter/longer than a driveway.

13. A brick is softer/harder than a marshmallow.

14. A dog is older/younger than a puppy.

15. Morning is later/earlier than evening.

16. A rock is softer/harder than a feather.

17. A floor is higher/lower than a ceiling.

18. Dirt is wetter/drier than mud.

19. A bush is shorter/taller than a tree.

20. A grandfather is younger/older than his grandchildren.
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Do you put your shoes on after your socks?

2. Do you wash your hands before you dry them?

3. Does water freeze before it’s put in the freezer?

4. Does February come before October?

5. Do you drive a car before you turn on the ignition?

6. Do you put your shirt on before your coat?

7. Do you put toothpaste on the brush after you brush your teeth?

8. Do you bake a cake after you take it out of the oven?

9. Does 14 come after 13?

10. Do you open a book before you read it?

11. Do you sweeten coffee after you drink it?

12. Does dinner come after lunch?

13. Do you water a garden after you plant the seeds?

14. Do you take aspirin before you have a headache?

15. Do you pay a bus driver after the ride?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Does a man shave after he goes out?

2. Does Tuesday come after Monday?

3. Does high school come after grade school?

4. Are clothes washed after they are dried?

5. Do you cross a bridge before you come to it?

6. Does a flower bloom after it is planted?

7. Is meat eaten before it is cooked?

8. Are dishes washed after they are dirty?

9. Does 45 come before 35?

10. Do you button your shirt before you put it on?

11. Do you open a door before you go through it?

12. Does the phone ring after someone calls you?

13. Does July come after May?

14. Do you put antifreeze in your car before winter?

15. Do you turn on the TV before you watch it?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question with before or after.

1. Does February come before or after October?

2. Do you drive a car before or after you turn on the ignition?

3. Does Labor Day come before or after Thanksgiving?

4. Do you put your shirt on before or after you put on your coat?

5. Does a cake bake before or after you put it in the oven?

6. Does water freeze before or after it’s put in the freezer? 

7. Do you put toothpaste on the brush before or after you brush your teeth?

8. Does 14 come before or after 13?

9. Do you open a book before or after you read it?

10. Do you put sugar in coffee before or after you drink it?

11. Does dinner come before or after lunch?

12. Do you put your socks on before or after your shoes?

13. Do you have a headache before or after you take aspirin?

14. Do you pay a bus driver before or after you reach your destination?

15. Do you put sheets on a bed before or after you sleep in it?
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Answer each question.

1. Are there 30 days in September?

2. Is a twenty-year-old a teenager?

3. Is butter sometimes put on popcorn?

4. Is it dark at midnight?

5. Are pickles made out of squash?

6. Does the word little mean small?

7. Is Mickey Mouse a real person?

8. Is a fable a true story?

9. Does a car need an engine to run?

10. Does candy usually contain sugar?

11. Is an entrance used for going into a building?

12. Is mail delivered to your house on Sundays?

13. Are generals associated with the armed forces?

14. Was Abraham Lincoln a president of the U.S.?

15. Do people dress up when they go to a baseball game?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

Yes1. Can bed frames be made out of steel?

2. Do restaurants sell gasoline?

3. Is a sandwich something to eat?

4. Are movies a form of transportation?

5. Is split pea soup made out of a vegetable?

6. Does orange juice come from grapefruits?

7. Are puppies adult dogs?

8. Do people earn money when they work?

9. Do some men have beards?

10. Are most people ten feet tall?

11. Is your father your male parent?

12. Do people dance to music?

13. Are dangerous situations considered safe?

14. Do submarines travel under the water?

15. Does today come after tomorrow?

No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Are there 14 months in a year?

2. Does water usually put out a fire?

3. Are tickets usually needed to attend a concert?

4. Are houses inexpensive to buy?

5. Do airplanes land and take off from an airport?

6. Would you take a shower right after you took a bath?

7. Do singers entertain an audience?

8. Is a ring worn around the wrist?

9. Is an aunt a male relative?

10. Is an employee the same as the boss?

11. Do fences surround an area?

12. Do banks charge interest on their loans?

13. Are smoke alarms good appliances to have in a house?

14. Does a rainbow appear on a cloudless day?

15. Does your hair grow throughout your life?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Would a bed and a dresser fit in a closet?

2. Are cookies baked in the refrigerator?

3. Is a hug a sign of affection?

4. Is five minutes less than fifteen minutes?

5. Is your leg longer than your arm?

6. Is the post office at the TV station?

7. Does a bus run underground?

8. Are movies shown in a theater?

9. Do some stoves run on electricity?

10. Is 8:00 a.m. in the evening?

11. Are feelings the same as emotions?

12. Can people have purple eyes?

13. Is a day longer than an hour?

14. Do encyclopedias come in volumes?

15. Do you use a fire extinguisher to start a fire?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Does a car cost less than five dollars?

2. Are programs shown on TV?

3. Is lasagna an Italian dish?

4. Does a calendar tell you what time it is?

5. Is peanut butter made from walnuts?

6. If you turn on the oven, does it get hot?

7. Does a cube have six sides?

8. Does a circle have four sides?

9. Is Wednesday a weekday?

10. Are there 70 minutes in an hour?

11. Will ice keep a drink cold?

12. Does a hamburger cost fifty dollars?

13. Do some people write with their left hand?

14. Do stairs go from one floor to the next?

15. Does turn mean to go in a straight line?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Is a king a ruler in some countries?

2. Does a one-story building have two floors?

3. Can you buy prescription medicine in a bookstore?

4. Is love an emotion?

5. Is cheese made from milk?

6. Can a newborn baby talk?

7. Is a burglar alarm a quiet sound?

8. Does Friday come two days after Wednesday?

9. Do you leave through an entrance?

10. Do cars travel on roads?

11. Does a newspaper report local and world news?

12. Do some people have gray hair?

13. Do talk and listen have the same meaning?

14. Is sitting good exercise?

15. Is a cast put on a broken arm?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Do you use a flashlight to see during the day?

2. Do police officers protect people?

3. Is 48 hours longer than a week?

4. Is a bus a form of transportation?

5. Do telephones produce a dial tone?

6. Would a sturdy fence be made from cardboard?

7. Are there 865 days in a year?

8. Is a river filled with water?

9. Is ocean water salty?

10. Is broccoli a fruit?

11. Is an apartment a place to live?

12. Is a teenager older than 10?

13. Do doctors help people stay healthy?

14. Does a book have pages?

15. Do trees lose their leaves in the autumn?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Answer each question.

1. Are there 15 years in a decade?

2. Do football players make touchdowns?

3. Are there 38 inches in a yard?

4. Does the phone ring when someone is calling you?

5. Is Los Angeles in Nevada?

6. Is checkers a board game?

7. Would you find a sink in a bathroom?

8. Does a computer replace everything a human can do?

9. Are roads sometimes made out of asphalt?

10. Does Tuesday come before Monday?

11. Does a cup of coffee cost $8.95?

12. Is 7 more than 9?

13. Do most buildings have windows?

14. Do car engines require oil to run?

15. Does March have 32 days?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. What is put on a broken leg?
a bone a fixer a cast

2. When do you need to use a map?
when you are lost on an airplane to get gas

3. Why do we wear jackets?
for warmth in the winter at the store

4. Where do you buy postage stamps?
in the envelope at the post office for 29 cents

5. How do you lose weight?
by eating by dieting by sitting

6. What do the police use to identify people?
tickets speeding fingerprints

7. How do we preserve food?
by heating by icing by refrigeration

8. Why do we use ladders?
to climb to stand to dance

9. Where does the sun rise?
in the north in the east in the west

10. What do you use to take a picture?
a camera a snap a mirror

11. When do flowers bloom?
in the water in the spring in the winter 

12. Why do we read newspapers?
to learn things for sewing for people
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. What do you usually eat on spaghetti?
noodles sauce warmth

2. What equals 24 hours?
a day a year an hour

3. What is butter made from?
meat milk water

4. What do you use coupons for?
to save money to buy clothes to cost you more

5. When do you need to use an alarm clock?
to sleep to wind to wake up

6. Which animal purrs?
dog cat mouse

7. Where do you buy a watch?
in a bakery in a library in a jewelry store

8. What colors are on a stop sign?
red and green red and white black and white

9. What is Mercury?
a planet a country a city

10. What is wine made from?
milk bottles grapes

11. How many feet are in a yard?
4 3 5

12. Who discovered electricity?
Eli Whitney George Washington Ben Franklin
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. What is the normal temperature of the body?
98.6° 98.8° 99.2°

2. Who fills your cavities?
a dentist a driller a plumber

3. How many years are in a decade?
5 10 100

4. What is ice?
in the freezer a drink frozen water

5. What warms the earth?
the moon the sun fire

6. What is a bass?
a flower a bird a fish

7. Where is the Empire State Building?
in New Jersey in New York in Kansas

8. Who presides over a courtroom?
a plaintiff a lawyer a judge

9. What is a dictionary for?
for weight for writing for definitions

10. What imaginary line circles the earth?
the equator the circle the ocean

11. What is a car horn used for?
to be silent to warn to jump

12. What is Jupiter?
a sun a star a planet
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. Which is one of your senses?
walking vision chewing

2. What is another name for fall?
summer autumn winter

3. Which organ circulates your blood?
the heart the kidneys the lungs

4. Where do you go out to eat?
to a library to a theater to a restaurant

5. What do you use to light a fire?
a heater a branch a match

6. Which car instrument tells how fast you’re going?
the gas gauge the speedometer the odometer

7. How many years are in a century?
100 1000 10

8. Which form of transportation charges a fee?
roller skates a bicycle a taxi

9. Which organ is important for breathing?
the lungs the liver the ear

10. What does lb. stand for?
a label a pound a month

11. Which flower has thorns?
a tulip a rose a pansy

12. Which animal carries its young in a pouch?
a kangaroo a rabbit a tiger
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. In which sport can you get a home run?
golf tennis baseball

2. What is the main ingredient in an omelet?
eggs oil salt

3. What helps your vision?
reading glasses tissues

4. Who delivers letters?
a firefighter a mail carrier a pilot

5. What do some people put in coffee?
salt vinegar sugar

6. What do you call motorized stairs?
a perculator an escalator a refrigerator

7. In which room do you cook?
in the kitchen in the bathroom in the garage

8. Which do you use to trim grass?
a shovel a garden a lawn mower

9. How many sides are in a triangle?
4 2 3

10. Which is a branch of the armed services?
the Marines the Boy Scouts the Marchers

11. When is noon?
10:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m. 12:00 p.m.

12. What do you use to hit a nail?
a hammer a wrench a screwdriver
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. Why do we yawn?
to wake up for oxygen to breathe

2. Why do people wear socks?
for money for shoes for warmth

3. Why do we freeze food?
to preserve it to heat it to clean it

4. Where do people fish?
in bathtubs in lakes in aquariums

5. Where do you buy a car?
in a drug store at a car dealer at the bank

6. What do you put on toast?
butter flour coffee

7. Why do people take out loans?
for lease for money for time

8. What is ketchup made from?
pepper corn tomatoes

9. What is a Mexican food?
lasagna tacos hamburgers

10. What are tollbooths for?
to save time to raise taxes to collect money

11. Why are there alarm systems in buildings?
to stop burglars to make money to stay clean

12. Where is the Statue of Liberty?
Paris Nevada New York
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. Which noise do dogs make?
bark meow neigh

2. Which is a planet?
Jupiter Texas Chicago

3. Why do we sleep?
silly happy tired

4. What do we wash clothes with?
hose detergent softener

5. How many days are in a week?
6 8 7

6. What do you use to tell time?
clock glasses sofa

7. In which kind of weather do you use an umbrella?
windy rainy cold

8. What is a photo album for?
for pictures for definitions for words

9. What is a car horn for?
for warning for turning for fueling

10. What do you call people born in the United States?
friends citizens aliens

11. Which is a country?
Australia Des Moines Mars

12. What is frequently eaten on crackers?
sugar spaghetti cheese
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. Which body part helps you hear?
ear heart lungs

2. What is another name for a car?
bus automobile train

3. Which equals 25 pennies?
quarter nickel dollar

4. Which organ digests food?
liver mouth stomach

5. What do you cook on?
appliance stove light

6. Which form of transportation travels under the water?
submarine boat tunnel

7. What is a campfire for?
water heat food

8. What do people wear to help their hearing?
glasses hearing aids belt

9. What instrument in a car tells if it needs fuel?
gas gauge pedal tank

10. How many weeks are in a year?
100 73 52

11. What does doz. stand for?
doze dozen eggs

12. What makes a sailboat move?
flutter water wind
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Choose the word or phrase that answers each question.

1. How do you boil an egg?
in hot water in the oven in a frying pan

2. Which animal sleeps hanging by its tail?
raccoon opossum squirrel

3. Who was Martin Luther King, Jr.?
civil rights leader singer actor

4. In which sport can you make a touchdown?
baseball soccer football

5. Who delivers packages?
mail carriers secretaries doctors

6. How many sides are in an octagon?
8 10 12

7. At what time is it midnight?
11:00 a.m. 12:00 a.m. 6:00 a.m.

8. Where is Miami?
city Cuba Florida

9. What does a barber do?
cut hair fix teeth repair cars

10. What is an abbreviation?
shortened word lesson alphabet

11. What is the Red Cross?
hospital organization sickness

12. Which is a breed of dog?
collie collar brown
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Unit 5: Functional Language

The exercises and activities in this unit continue to build on those from previous units by
increasing the complexity and content level.  The client may find items in this unit difficult
because there may be more than one right answer or because he is asked to express his
opinion.  Consequently, he may need to be reassured that his answers and opinions are
valid.

Therapy Suggestions

Initially, present the stimulus items with a multimodality format — read the items
aloud while the client reads the words.  As the client’s skills improve, present the
tasks through only one modality: either auditorially or by having the client complete
the tasks independently.

Help the client develop visual or auditory coding strategies for items that are 
particularly difficult or ones that he consistently misses.

Reassure the client that tasks that have multiple correct answers may feel more 
difficult and that he is to focus on and express only one of those answers.

The client's written responses can be read aloud, evaluated, and rewritten by him before 
he hears the evaluation.  You may also wish to do the evaluation together.
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

turn1. Open the _______________.

2. Brush your ______________.

3. Take the _______________.

4. Eat your _______________.

5. Read the ______________.

6. Go to _______________.

7. Write a _______________.

8. Shovel the _______________.

9. Throw the _______________.

10. Turn on the _______________.

11. Close your _______________.

12. Give me your _______________.

13. Comb your _______________.

14. Mix the _______________.

15. Sign your _______________.

hand door

hair floor comb

kitchen gasoline subway

drink dinner time

radio light newspaper

sleep walk up

pencil letter stationery

snow leaves handle

car mountain ball

plant light round

radio shut eyes

take hand noise

hair brush teeth

dough spoon fast

pen write name
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

morning1. Finish it tomorrow _______________.

2. Push the ______________.

3. Give me your _______________.

4. Walk the _______________.

5. Rotate the ______________.

6. Wipe your _______________.

7. Help me _______________.

8. Pay the _______________.

9. Cry on my _______________.

10. Tighten your _______________.

11. Put on your _______________.

12. Eat with a _______________.

13. Call a _______________.

14. Turn at the _______________.

15. Pour the _______________.

late clock

ring button pull

stand take hand

leash dog run

round tires turn

mouth sponge water

you up yellow

month bills mail

smile weep shoulder

loosen belt loops

clothes scale dressed

drink meat fork

ring friend phone

corner start brake

cow white milk
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

letter1. Listen to the _______________.

2. Add some ______________.

3. Watch the _______________.

4. Wait for _______________.

5. Pull the ______________.

6. Plant the _______________.

7. Light a _______________.

8. It’s time to _______________.

9. Start the _______________.

10. Lick the _______________.

11. Pay the _______________.

12. Slam the _______________.

13. Clean up the _______________.

14. Wear your _______________.

15. Lend me some _______________.

picture radio

water tired when

first loose race

town me most

push over rope

grow seeds dirt

match glass burn

clock take go

car stop sign

stamp damp water

letter rent dollar

shut down door

mess flame start

closet glasses clean

head little money
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

tissue1. Button your _______________.

2. Hang up the ______________.

3. Please come _______________.

4. Ride the _______________.

5. Solve the ______________.

6. Deliver the _______________.

7. Tie a _______________.

8. Water the _______________.

9. Eat your _______________.

10. Answer the _______________.

11. Ring the _______________.

12. Wear your _______________.

13. Sit in a _______________.

14. Look in the _______________.

15. Wash the _______________.

shirt nose

hook phone ring

thanks leave again

bus run walk

fix pieces problem

mail send post

knot tape loosen

sand hose plants

drink shorts breakfast

question square pen

sound doorbell question

hands cold gloves

chair stand table

see fix mirror

dry dishes clean
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

angle1. Read the _______________.

2. Hold the ______________.

3. Cut the _______________.

4. Sharpen the _______________.

5. ash the ______________.

6. Open your _______________.

7. Pass the _______________.

8. Turn off the _______________.

9. Watch the _______________.

10. Sing a _______________.

11. Build a _______________.

12. Light a _______________.

13. Feed the _______________.

14. Make a _______________.

15. Lunch is _______________.

chair paper

garden baby green

knife meat soup

pencil paper eraser

window time wet

closed mouth arm

salt under hand

plant quiet light

TV radio listen

band loud song

house hammer nail

fire electric cord

tree dog food

talk green sandwich

noon ready breakfast
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

fine1. How are _______________?

2. What are you ______________?

3. What is your _______________?

4. I feel _______________.

5. Do you want a ______________?

6. I’d like some _______________.

7. I’m _______________.

8. Who was _______________?

9. It was a wrong _______________.

10. Answer the _______________.

11. Where did you _______________?

12. How is your _______________?

13. What’s it like _______________?

14. Are you _______________?

15. It was a _______________.

you me

doing where falling

name ring talk

how are fine

need drink time

water cup cold

we knock leaving

that where they

correct were number

okay door there

go done put

was mine friend

weather outside winter

no were awake

secret free showed
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

in1. Will you come _______________?

2. Are you ______________?

3. I am _______________.

4. Please stop _______________.

5. When are you ______________?

6. I wish I _______________.

7. What time is _______________?

8. Why are you _______________?

9. Please calm _______________.

10. It’s time to _______________.

11. Why don’t you _______________?

12. I could use a _______________.

13. What does that _______________?

14. We might be _______________.

15. Please help _______________.

go leave

what yes okay

take hungry was

it go sign

coming question save

want enter knew

clock it later

here now were

anxious sleep down

leave minute from

won’t call later

have would nap

mean this did

could late Tuesday

thanks you me
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

work1. See you tomorrow at _____________.

2. The post office delivers ____________.

3. The train was on _____________.

4. He walked down the _____________.

5. Money doesn’t grow on ____________.

6. Turn down the volume, _____________.

7. I want to go _____________.

8. She goes to school on _____________.

9. He needs a new _____________.

10. I had ham for _____________.

11. I rode the city _____________.

12. Did you sign the _____________?

13. The secretary typed a _____________.

14. Will you please be _____________?

15. The nurse gave him a _____________.

yesterday street

mail box stamp

air late time

steps shoes legs

banks trees dimes

please player song

time out one

Monday choir car

recent car drive

eat chicken dinner

building town bus

check paint done

office box letter

would thanks quiet

shot hospital school
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

street1. My brother pulled the _____________.

2. Will you answer the ____________?

3. The game started at _____________.

4. It is cold in my _____________.

5. The tree lost its ____________.

6. The President gave a _____________.

7. You could have fooled _____________.

8. It was a full _____________.

9. Do you have a _____________?

10. We will be back at _____________.

11. She walked with a _____________.

12. I live in a _____________.

13. He has high blood _____________.

14. They went out Friday _____________.

15. She bought a new _____________.

trimmed weeds

ask would phone

film seven threat

cool room talk

leaves bush fell

speech tax give

joke me would

empty were moon

had dime money

car leave nine

cane run slow

lost trailer heat

red oxygen pressure

evening music Saturday

dress old wore
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

got1. Do you have the _____________?

2. We had pancakes for ____________.

3. The mattress was too _____________.

4. What did you do _____________?

5. The paint is ____________.

6. Some areas get snow in the __________.

7. He ate a tuna fish _____________.

8. She went to the _____________.

9. My belt was too _____________.

10. The plants needed _____________.

11. He gets paid each _____________.

12. You did a good _____________.

13. The hinge needs some _____________.

14. The show lasted two _____________.

15. The news starts at _____________.

did time

skillet breakfast syrup

pillow sheet hard

time yesterday test

home closed peeling

winter rain cold

hook sandwich salmon

want tooth dentist

tight shirt length

ketchup lettuce water

money check week

done job great

door oil creak

loaf final hours

six TV report
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

come1. When would you like me to __________?

2. I need to borrow two thousand ________.

3. I need to talk to ____________.

4. There was a loud knock on the ________.

5. That was a very good ___________.

6. That just isn’t ____________.

7. If we work together, 
we can make a  ____________.

8. The phone would not stop __________.

9. Please call me at ____________.

10. I read one book each ____________.

11. The top of the table felt ____________.

12. The bus left for ____________.

13. She loaned me some ____________.

14. The meeting lasted two ____________.

15. The boy played the ____________.

need yard

three lend dollars

you speak clock

rap door enter

question bad last

were possible wasn’t

none north difference

ringing go dial

phone ring home

most month write

end sticky chair

Chicago trip station

money bank pay

come hours called

math piano science
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Choose the word that makes sense in each sentence.

hundred1. The glass broke into a thousand _______.

2. I think we have what you _________.

3. It has been a very special _________.

4. We hope to see you at the _________.

5. They went on a picnic to the ________.

6. We ate bacon, eggs, and _________.

7. The house has two floors and an _______.

8. Call me before you decide to ________.

9. I had trouble sleeping last _________.

10. For dinner, they had baked ________.

11. We decided not to sell the ________.

12. She forgot to send him a birthday ______.

13. He always puts mustard on his ______.

14. She went home _______.

15. My aunt sewed a ________.

pieces fix

need know seeing

real week was

wish look party

food park ants

cereal menu dinner

home museum attic

sold leave house

be night final

chicken milk knot

maybe car sold

wrap remember card

hot dogs relish spread

go drive early

cotton map dress
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Circle the phrase that completes each sentence.

1. They went to the __________.

after lunch movies on Saturday a good time

2. What time will __________?

after 6:30 I don't know you be leaving

3. The house was __________.

time to move for sale not home

4. She wore a __________.

long-sleeved shirt got dressed after dinner

5. The book cost __________.

to read buy it later under five dollars

6. He wore glasses to __________.

help him see help him hear fell and broke

7. The boy was in __________.

under the fence 5th grade running a touchdown

8. The store had __________.

for sale a sale buy an apple

9. Wipe it up with __________.

a paper towel spilled milk broken glass

10. The rain lasted __________.

very wet and snow for two days
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Circle the phrase that completes each sentence.

1. How long do you think __________?

it will take a long time I don’t

2. I don’t think you __________. 

no longer what time know how I feel

3. He slipped and fell __________.

in the mud tripped over hurt his leg

4. They had visitors __________.

three people Monday night time to leave

5. He needed __________.

wanted to leave a haircut had to eat

6. I’m sorry I __________.

thank you you were was late

7. The children watch TV __________.

every night different shows turn the channel

8. What is your __________?

call me a dial tone phone number

9. What do you __________?

ate last night want for dinner nothing much

10. I wish __________.

good luck want a wish would like one
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Finish each sentence.

1. Run the

2. Close the

3. Look at the

4. Jump over the

5. Hold the

6. Cut the

7. Sharpen the

8. Wash the

9. Open your

10. Pass the

11. Turn off the

12. Turn down the

13. Watch the

14. Stir the

15. Sing a

16. Build a

17. Light a

18. Feed the

19. Make a

20. Lunch is
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Finish each sentence.

1. Take a

2. Listen to

3. Sprinkle the

4. Win the

5. Wait for

6. Pull the

7. Plant a

8. Go to

9. Lift the

10. Start the

11. Change the

12. Pay the

13. Slam a

14. Wear your

15. Tell a

16. Answer the

17. Lend me a

18. Pick the

19. Sign the

20. Clean the
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Finish each sentence.

1. Open the

2. Brush your

3. Drive a

4. Eat the

5. Read the

6. Lean on

7. Write a

8. Shovel the

9. Hit the

10. Turn on the

11. Play a

12. Fly a

13. Bake a

14. Close your

15. Give me your

16. Fix your

17. See the

18. Hear the

19. Clap your

20. Walk to the
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Finish each sentence.

1. Touch the

2. Change the

3. Burn the

4. Climb a

5. Catch a

6. Call a

7. Order a

8. Ask the

9. Send a

10. Talk to

11. Share a

12. Wipe the

13. Ride a

14. Check the

15. Sit on a

16. Cook the

17. Dry the

18. Smell the

19. Taste the

20. Put on a
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1. Squeeze the

2. Drink your

3. Push the

4. Lend me your

5. Sign a

6. Walk the

7. Pour the

8. Spin the

9. Draw a

10. Help me

11. Move your

12. Clip your

13. Chop the

14. Cry about

15. Tighten your

16. Trip over

17. Eat with a

18. Put on your

19. Invite a

20. Stop at the

Finish each sentence.
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1. Rip the

2. Hang up the

3. Come to

4. Ride the

5. Solve a

6. Deliver the

7. Pet a

8. Laugh at

9. Eat your

10. Circle the

11. Ring the

12. Wear your

13. Sit in a

14. Look in a

15. Wash the

16. Sleep in a

17. Tie a

18. Take a

19. Water the

20. Shake the

Finish each sentence.
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1. How are

2. What are you

3. What is your

4. I feel

5. Do you want a

6. I would like a

7. I am

8. Who was

9. It was wrong to

10. Answer the

11. Where did you

12. How is your

13. What is it like

14. Are you

15. It was a

16. Please sit

17. Would you like to come

18. Where is the

19. Do you

20. Please close the

Finish each sentence.
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1. Won’t you come

2. Are you sure you

3. I am

4. Please stop

5. What is

6. When are you

7. I wish I

8. What time is

9. I made a

10. No, not

11. Please come at

12. What are you

13. Be nice to

14. Please be

15. It’s time to

16. Why don’t you

17. I could use a

18. Why does that

19. We might be

20. Please help

Finish each sentence.
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1. Please pay

2. You should never

3. Good-bye, I’ll see

4. You’re

5. Can I

6. Think about

7. It’s nice to

8. Take it

9. Are you

10. Take your

11. Look over

12. Fasten your

13. Did you understand what he

14. Where do you

15. Stop over when you

16. I am

17. Where are

18. Can you

19. What’s

20. Nothing is

Finish each sentence.
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1. Wash your hands and

2. You can eat with a

3. People can shave with a

4. You can cut with a

5. I eat eggs for

6. They like to

7. See you tomorrow at

8. You can write with a

9. You can sleep in a

10. When it’s cold you wear a

11. She likes to sit in a

12. Would you like a glass of

13. The sun rises at

14. The post office was

15. People can fly in a

16. You can cut the

17. The passenger train was

18. He walked down the

19. He didn’t have a

20. Please turn down that

Finish each sentence.
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1. Put on your white

2. I’d really like to

3. Would you like a

4. The singer sang a

5. He needed a new

6. There are large cities in

7. What time are you

8. I had ham and

9. Will you change the

10. I rode into the city on

11. The choir sang

12. Did you sign the

13. The secretary typed

14. I am not leaving

15. Will you please

16. The wasp stung her

17. The doctor gave him

18. The car crossed the

19. I think I’ll wear

20. Last night, I was

Finish each sentence.
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1. Please give me a

2. My friend sells new

3. I like to

4. Tomorrow, let’s go to

5. I loved living in

6. He would like a cold

7. The new carpet was

8. Will you give

9. Soon it will be time

10. We had cake for

11. With a dollar, you can buy

12. She works in a

13. They own the local

14. Last night, my favorite team

15. The boy went to

16. I enjoy riding my

17. The wood was on

18. I like to put ketchup on

19. The joke was very

20. The operation was

Finish each sentence.
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1. The child threw the

2. Please write a long

3. My brother moved the

4. Will you answer my

5. The movie made me

6. It is always cold in

7. During the storm, the tree

8. The President gave

9. You could have

10. It was a full

11. He won money at

12. Do you still have a

13. We will come back at

14. She is walking with a

15. I used to live in

16. Can I talk to

17. He asked the doctor about

18. She is wearing a new

19. Did you see the people in

20. Who is running for

Finish each sentence.
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1. Do you have the

2. For breakfast, I would like

3. The boat sailed for

4. The mattress they bought was

5. What did you do to

6. Their old apartment had

7. Have you seen

8. Would you like a

9. He is going to the

10. My belt was too

11. The tomato plants need some

12. We get paid on

13. I liked what you did for

14. That door needs some

15. The newscaster said that

16. It takes two hours to

17. The plane flew to

18. I think that dog needs

19. The rug covered the

20. She took out a

Finish each sentence.
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1. I was too late to

2. I bought it in the

3. He won the million dollar

4. The sale will last for

5. Why don’t you stop

6. They rushed her to the

7. Her new car cost her

8. Please wipe up that

9. I wish I had a new

10. How much time do you spend

11. Did you see the

12. Are you ready to

13. Everything seems to be going

14. Please don’t forget to

15. That is out of

16. I think I’ll

17. Do you know the actor who

18. The best gift was

19. I would love to have

20. Before I go to bed, I

Finish each sentence.
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1. She always drinks milk when she is

2. He went to school for

3. She needs a new set of

4. He went to a new

5. What do you want me

6. A ruler can be used to

7. The jeans she bought are

8. I think there are too many

9. What are we doing for

10. I know exactly what

11. When do you want me to

12. I really need two

13. I’d like to talk about

14. Did you hear that loud

15. That is a very good

16. I’m afraid of the

17. I don’t know how to

18. We elected a new

19. Together, we can make a

20. I need to call him about

Finish each sentence.
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1. I want you to call me when

2. I like to read about

3. The store is having a sale on

4. I need to work on

5. I like this because

6. Will you leave me the

7. I wish I were more

8. There are 200 pages in

9. That lamp needs

10. I’d like to go to the

11. I like to ride the bus because

12. This jacket is made of

13. You’re going to have to

14. It will cost you a dollar to

15. I don’t know how it is

16. The cat sat on her

17. How long have you been

18. He’s very proud of his

19. How did you learn to

20. I think I’ll be here

Finish each sentence.
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1. I wish I was going to the

2. I have been listening to

3. I’d like to learn to

4. She sat near the

5. How often do you

6. On Tuesday, I went to

7. Her watch was

8. He built a wall around the

9. How old is that

10. When do you think you can

11. Thanks for

12. I feel like I could

13. Would you like to come over to

14. Her son delivers

15. They went to Florida when

16. The vase broke when

17. I am looking at

18. It has been a very special

19. I hope I see you at the

20. Let’s pack a lunch and

Finish each sentence.
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1. The menu included

2. I really wish you would

3. That small squirrel is

4. The apartment has two bedrooms and

5. Call me before you decide to

6. I have trouble sleeping when

7. My favorite dinner is

8. We decided not to sell our

9. She forgot to send

10. The boy puts ketchup on

11. Please buy a newspaper and

12. I wish I had a

13. I would like the

14. Did I hear you

15. That football player is a great

16. I like to use

17. There is no excuse for

18. I did that when I

19. He didn’t believe that

20. The children can’t wait to

Finish each sentence.
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Read each paragraph.  Then answer the questions.

1.  Did Maria go to the grocery store? Yes No

2.  Did she go on Friday? Yes No

3.  Did she go in the morning? Yes No

4.  Did Maria buy eggs? Yes No

5.  Did she buy soap? Yes No

Maria went to the grocery store on Monday afternoon.  She bought

milk, eggs, fresh vegetables, and meat.

1.  Did Anthony get an appointment? Yes No

2.  Was the appointment for Monday? Yes No

3.  Was he going to the dentist? Yes No

4.  Did Anthony think he had a cavity? Yes No

5.  Was his appointment for 3:00 p.m.? Yes No

Anthony thought he had a cavity.  He called the dentist’s office and got

an appointment for Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
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Read each paragraph.  Then answer the questions.

1.  Did Paula give her husband a present? Yes No

2.  Did Paula give him a camera? Yes No

3.  Did she give the camera to her brother? Yes No

4.  Did her husband enjoy the present? Yes No

5.  Did her husband take 37 pictures? Yes No

Paula gave her husband a new camera for his birthday.  He enjoyed it

so much that he took 17 pictures before the day was over.

1.  Was Anice buying pants? Yes No

2.  Was the shirt on sale? Yes No

3.  Did the shirt cost $39? Yes No

4.  Did Anice have enough cash? Yes No

5.  Did she use her credit card? Yes No

The shirt was on sale at the discount store for $19.  Anice didn’t have

enough cash, so she decided to charge it on her credit card.
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Read each paragraph.  Then answer the questions.

1.  Was it a Friday afternoon? Yes No

2.  Was Miguel trying to decide what to do first? Yes No

3.  Did he decide to mow the lawn on Sunday? Yes No

4.  Did he check the weather forecast? Yes No

5.  Did Miguel decide to trim the bushes right away? Yes No

It was Saturday afternoon and Miguel had several things to do.  He

couldn’t decide if he should mow the lawn first or wait until later.  After

listening to the weather forecast, Miguel decided to mow the lawn right

away and do the other jobs later.

1.  Had Mr. and Mrs. Montel been driving a long time? Yes No

2.  Were they hungry? Yes No

3.  Did they eat at home? Yes No

4.  Did they eat inside the restaurant? Yes No

5.  Did they go right home after eating? Yes No

Mr. and Mrs. Montel had been driving a long time and they were getting 

hungry.  Finally, they found a fast-food restaurant.  They decided to go

inside instead of using the drive-thru window.  After eating, they began

looking for a motel.
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Read the paragraph.  Then answer the questions.

1. Had Wilma been training for six months? Yes No

2. Did she plan to run in a marathon race? Yes No

3. Did Wilma run two hours a day? Yes No

4. Did she swim daily? Yes No

5. Did she swim for two hours each day? Yes No

6. Did Wilma go to a gym two times per week? Yes No

7. Was the race scheduled for April 22? Yes No

8. Was the race three weeks away? Yes No

9. Did Wilma feel that she wasn’t ready for the race? Yes No

10. Did she plan to work out the last two weeks before the race? Yes No

Wilma had been training for three months for the marathon race.  She ran
for two hours a day, swam for one hour a day, and worked out at the gym
three times each week.  The marathon was scheduled for April 22, just two
weeks away.  Wilma felt she was as ready as she’d ever be, and working
out the next two weeks would keep her in top condition.
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Read the paragraph.  Then answer the questions.

1. Was the commercial for a magazine subscription? Yes No

2. Did Charles hear the phone advertised on the radio? Yes No

3. Was the phone advertised in the back of a magazine? Yes No

4. Did it come with an intercom system? Yes No

5. Did it come with a built-in answering machine? Yes No

6. Was the telephone priced at $97.95? Yes No

7. Did Charles mail his order to the company? Yes No

8. Did he decide to call the toll-free number? Yes No

9. Did he write a check for the telephone? Yes No

10. Was Charles planning to buy the phone with his credit card? Yes No

Charles saw the telephone advertised on TV.  The commercial said 
the telephone came with an intercom system and a built-in answering
machine.  The price was $79.95.  Charles thought this was a bargain, 
so he decided to call the company’s toll-free number.  He got out his 
credit card so he could give his card number when he placed his order.
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Fill in the blanks as you read each paragraph.

Baseball

A father and his ____________ decided to go to a ____________ game on a

____________ afternoon.  First they bought the ____________ and then they 

went to find their ____________ inside the stadium.  They cheered for their

____________ for the entire nine ____________.  When the game was over, they 

were excited because their team ____________ the game by a score of 11 to

____________.  They couldn’t wait to get ____________ so they could tell the 

rest of their ____________ about the game.

Getting Ready in the Morning

The alarm went off at ____________ o’clock.  Ivan turned off the ____________.

He stayed in ____________ for a few more minutes.  When he got up, Ivan

____________ into the bathroom so he could ____________ his face and

____________ his teeth.  After washing up, Ivan got ____________ for work.  

Then he walked to the ____________ to eat his ____________.  After eating, 

Ivan got in his ____________ and drove to ____________.
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Fill in the blanks as you read each paragraph.

Driving a Car

Soo Ling opened the ____________ to get into her ____________.  She put her

____________ into the ignition and started the ____________.  She put the

____________ into ____________ so she could ____________ out of the driveway.

When she came to the corner, she ____________ at the ____________ before she

turned.  When she arrived at work, she turned off the ____________ and got

____________ of the car.

At the Restaurant

The Jordans walked into the restaurant and waited to be ____________ by the 

hostess.  After they were seated, the waiter handed them the ____________. 

First the ____________ asked them if they would like to order something to

____________.  After he brought their drinks, the waiter took their ____________ 

for food.  Mr. and Mrs. Jordan ate their ____________ and decided to order

____________ for dessert.  After eating the ____________, they paid their

____________.  They left behind a ____________ for the waiter and left the

____________.
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Fill in the blanks as you read each paragraph.

Washing Dishes

After dinner, it was time for Max to ____________ the dishes.  First he gathered    

the ____________ and put them in the ____________.  Then he ____________ the

sink with ____________ water and soap.  Next he washed the dishes with a

____________ and then ____________ them with a clean ____________.  Finally he

put the dishes away in the ____________.

Shopping for Clothes

Nedra decided to go shopping for new ____________.  She went into the

____________ and looked at the clothes hanging on the ____________.  After 

choosing several, she went into the dressing ____________ to try them on.  

She decided to ____________ two dresses.  She took them to the ____________ 

and paid the ____________.  When she got home, she cut off the price

____________ and tried them on ____________.  Then she hung them up in the

____________.
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Choose a topic and write a paragraph.

Here are some topics to get you started.

1. where you live 6. something you did as a child

2. your favorite holiday 7. your favorite movie

3. your family 8. your opinion about the president

4. a job you’ve had 9. a special memory

5. a place you’ve visited 10. a description of where you live now
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Read and then answer the questions.

Partly cloudy and cold today with 
a high in the mid 30s.  Winds will
be from the northeast at 35 mph.
Fair tonight with a low in the teens.
Mostly sunny tomorrow with a high
in the upper 30s.

1. What did you read about?

2. Will there be any clouds today?

3. Will it be hot or cold today?

4. Will the temperature be in the 30s or the 40s?

5. What direction will the winds be coming from?

6. What does mph stand for?

7. How low could the temperature get tonight?

8. Will it be mostly cloudy tomorrow?

9. What will the temperature be tomorrow?

10. Which season might this be?
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Read and then answer the questions.

1. What day of the week was this forecast printed in the newspaper?

2. What is the high temperature expected to be today?

3. Will it be partly cloudy today?

4. What does mostly sunny mean?

5. Will the high tomorrow be 28°?

6. On which two days is there a chance of rain?

7. What is the low temperature expected to be on Monday?

8. Is 38° the high predicted for Wednesday?

9. Will it be fair on Monday?

10. Which season might this be?

Extended Forecast
Today

Partly cloudy
and cold

25°     15°
high low 

Tomorrow

Mostly sunny

high low 
28°     15°

Monday

Fair and cold

high low 
20°     15°

Tuesday

Chance of rain

high low 
36°      25°

Wednesday

Chance of rain

high low 
28°      25°
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Read and then answer the questions.

1. What kind of medicine is this label for?

2. Is this medicine bottle childproof?

3. What kinds of pain are relieved by this medicine?

4. What ages does the dosage section address?

5. How many aspirin should be taken at one time?

6. How often should the aspirin be taken?

7. What is the largest amount of aspirin that can be taken in one day?

8. What is the longest amount of time this medicine should be taken without a 
physician’s permission?

9. Should a child be given aspirin if he’s under 12 years old?

10. What should you do in case of an accidental overdose?

Do Not Use If Seal Is Broken.

No Safety Cap

For relief of headache, muscular pain, minor arthritis pain, pain 
associated with colds and flu.

Dosage: Individuals 12 and over, take 2 tablets every 4 hours 
as needed.

Warning: Do not exceed 8 tablets in 24 hours or use for more 
than 10 days unless otherwise directed by a physician.
Do not give to children under 12 years of age.

Keep this and all medicines out of the reach of children. In case of 
accidental overdose, contact a physician or poison control center 
immediately.
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Read and then answer the questions.

Best Buy Homes

655 N. 48th St. 2-story brick
house, brand new kitchen and
bath.  3 BRs, huge LR and DR.
New oil furnace, one-car
garage. Fenced yard.  $49,900.
Call Craig Gray at 555-6847.

1. Where is this house located?

2. How many stories does this house have?

3. How many bedrooms are in this house?

4. What is the house made of?

5. What special features does the house have?

6. What kind of furnace heats the house?

7. How many cars does the garage hold?

8. How much does the house cost?

9. Who is the real estate agent selling the house?

10. What phone number would you call if you were interested in this house?
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Read and then answer the questions.

1. How many days does this schedule cover?

2. What hours does this schedule cover?

3. How many channels are listed?

4. What is on channel 10 at 10:30?

5. If you wanted to lose weight, which show might you watch?

6. Which channel is showing a sports event at 8:00?

7. Which channel would you watch if you wanted to see a movie at 8:00?

8. What is on channel 6 at 10:00?

9. Who are the Polar Bears playing?

10. Which channel has a cooking show at 7:30?

TV Schedule Monday, September 20

7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Quick
Cooking

Pick a
Prize!

Horse
Racing

New at 
the
Movies

All in a
Day

Lighten
Up!

Apartment
3B

Mack’s
World The Evening Show

Movie:  Operator! Operator! (comedy) News News Every
Night

NHL Hockey:  Polar Bears vs. Thunder (live) News

Gossip Galore Weight Loss Tips
Working
Parents Mystery Theatre

3

6

9

10
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Read and then answer the questions.

1. What is this application for?

2. Would you be a Mr., Mrs., Miss, or Ms.?

3. Should you write out your whole middle name?

4. Which two phone numbers are asked for?

5. What would your number of dependents be?

6. What two things are asked about your employer?

7. Which two kinds of bank accounts are listed?

8. What kind of credit references are you expected to list?

Individual Credit Account Application

 Mr.  Mrs.   Miss   Mrs.
First Name                         Middle Initial                         Last Name

Address:
City State Zip

Phone: Soc. Sec. No.
home work

Age: No. of dependents: Are you a U.S. Citizen?

How long you’ve lived at your present address: Do you:    own     rent     board

Employer: Employer’s Address:

Financial Institution _______________________   Savings Account      Checking Account

C
R
E
D
I
T

H
I
S
T
O
R
Y

Charge Accounts
bank/store/company

Date Opened Account Number Monthly Payments

Signature: Date:
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Read and then answer the questions.

1. When was this letter written?

2. Who is this letter written to?

3. Who is the letter from?

4. How is Nadine's job going?

5. Who is Sam?

6. What did Rachel give Nadine on her birthday?

7. How do Rachel and Nadine know each other?

8. Does Rachel have children? How do you know?

9. What does Sam like to do on the weekend?

10. What does Nadine hope to do this summer?

April 7

Dear Rachel,

How are you?  Everything is fine here.  The kids are growing up and I’m
busy with work, as usual.  I may be up for a raise soon.  I’ll know in a few
weeks, I hope. 

Thanks so much for the birthday card!  That meant a lot to me.  I really
miss the long talks we used to have when we were neighbors.  Hopefully,
we can get together over the summer.  Wouldn’t it be great to see our kids
together?

What’s Sam up to these days?  I hope his new job is going well.  Does he
still play softball on the weekends?

Well, take care and let me know how things are with you.

Love,
Nadine
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Tell how each story might end.

1. The elevator was supposed to stop on the 4th floor.  Seven people were 
on the elevator.  Suddenly, the elevator stopped between the second and
third floors.

2. Rosa got into her car.  She needed to go to the drugstore.  When Rosa
turned the key to start the car, she heard a terrible grinding noise.

3. Carl was cooking dinner when the phone rang.  It was his wife calling to 
tell him she had to work late.

4. Chantal woke up feeling hot and achy.  When she took her temperature, 
the thermometer read 101.2°.  She then . . .

5. It was springtime.  The weather was becoming warmer.  Umberto saw 
his first robin.

6. It was a warm day.  The Reynolds family decided to go to the park.  
They got in the car . . . 

7. Frankie decided to take his family on a picnic.  They planned to go 
on Saturday.  Frankie knew he would need plenty of food and drinks.

8. Ken worked four hours of overtime.  His wife waited for him so they 
could have dinner together.  After dinner, Ken and his wife watched 
television for an hour.

9. Sheila took her dog for a walk.  After walking for half an hour, she 
turned back.  When Sheila got halfway home . . .

10. The concert started at 8:00.  It was a sell-out crowd.  The audience 
applauded loudly when the curtain went up.
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Tell how each story might end.

1. The alarm went off at 7:30.  Josephine hit the snooze button to get ten 
more minutes of sleep.

2. It was Friday night.  Rhonda decided to call her friends to see if anyone
wanted to go to the movies.  Her best friend decided she’d like to go.

3. Ashar sat in the reception area waiting for his interview.  The interview 
would begin in ten minutes.  Ashar made sure his tie was straight and 
his suit coat was buttoned.

4. The wind was blowing strongly and the rain came down in torrents.  
Geraldo ran through the house closing the windows.

5. It had been five weeks since Vince had gotten his hair cut.  It was almost
over his eyes.  Vince’s friends were beginning to comment about his hair.

6. It was a beautiful day.  Marge walked out to the barn.  She brushed and 
saddled her horse.

7. The plane was scheduled to take off at 8:30.  Mr. and Mrs. Margolis went 
to the airport early to check in.  Then they waited at the gate until it was 
time to board the plane.

8. Anna was tired of winter.  It had been harsh, with many snow storms.  
Anna was anxious for spring to come.

9. John had noticed his vision was getting worse.  He had trouble reading 
the small print on things.  By evening, John’s eyes felt very tired.

10. Delta was in a hurry.  She decided to risk speeding.  Suddenly, she heard 
a siren. 
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Tell how each story might end.

1. The candle was almost burned down.  The electricity had been off for 
seven hours already and there were no more candles left.

2. It was getting close to April 15th.  Jack decided to fill out his tax forms.
Jack gathered all his records.

3. Maria had worked all year without a vacation.  She decided it was finally
time to take one, but she wasn’t sure where she wanted to go.

4. The advertisement said the sale lasted three days.  Serena went on the 
first day, but the store was so crowded she couldn’t get in.

5. Max had sent for the merchandise three months ago.  Three weeks ago,
Max wrote the company a letter.  He still hadn’t received a reply.

6. Rob had a dentist appointment in the morning.  The dentist told Rob he 
didn’t have a cavity, but he did need to have a tooth pulled.

7. It was a great celebration.  People were dancing in the streets.

8. The fuel leaked out of the tank.  No one noticed until the fire started.

9. Maria returned from her job interview and changed into some comfortable
clothes.  Then she sat in a chair by the phone and waited for it to ring.

10. Amanda pulled up to the bank’s driveup window at exactly 5:00.  The bank
teller turned off the lights and pulled down the window shade.
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Create stories using each group of 10 words.

interesting traveled car

over rained family

sights miles city

vacation

movie funny seats

popcorn people we

crowded aisle started

decided

bus corner rain

the late stopped

wet ran fast

he
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Create stories using each group of 15 words.

money cart store

pushed parked food

car line bags

cashier aisles lot

paid drove wait

dinner butter 3:00

plate everyone table

full turkey all

on beans pie

dinner snacks holiday
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Choose a topic and write a letter about it.

1. Write a letter to a company to ask about a job opening.

2. Write a letter to thank someone for helping you when your car broke down.

3. Write a letter to a mail-order company explaining that you haven't received 
something you ordered two months ago.

4. Write a letter to a friend that explains how you are doing after an illness.

5. Write a letter to a hospital requesting copies of your medical records.
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Choose a topic and write a letter about it.

1. Write a letter to a relative to tell him or her about a trip you took.

2. Write a letter to a friend to say thank you for a gift you received from 
him or her.

3. Write a letter to cancel a magazine subscription.

4. Write a letter to a restaurant manager to complain about poor service.

5. Write a letter to explain that you've already paid a bill that was sent to 
you again.
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22. leave, go
23. off
24. full

page 67
1. stone
2. leave
3. autumn
4. slacks
5. final
6. road
7. cash
8. two
9. clap

10. incorrect
11. shout
12. alike

page 68
1. fantastic
2. residence
3. close
4. jacket
5. depart
6. film
7. remain
8. rush
9. writer

10. perform
11. hear
12. quick

page 69
1. mend
2. doctor
3. ocean
4. beard
5. large
6. dozen
7. brief
8. funny
9. bland

10. hungry
11. present
12. noisy

page 70
Answers may vary.

1. occupation, work
2. automobile, truck
3. final, end
4. above
5. incorrect
6. alike, equal
7. joyous, glad
8. fantastic, good, 

excellent
9. talk

Answer Key

Unit 3

Opposites

Synonyms

page 61
1. down
2. right
3. young
4. little
5. dirty
6. full
7. woman
8. smooth
9. yours

10. tall
11. out
12. sunny

page 62
1. none
2. her
3. dry
4. south
5. war
6. answer
7. less
8. shout
9. child

10. sister
11. crooked
12. dull

page 63
1. cowardly
2. polite
3. guilty
4. nervous
5. break
6. fail
7. temporary
8. specific
9. expire

10. liquid
11. after
12. few

page 64
Answers may vary.

1. white
2. cold
3. fast
4. sour
5. go
6. down
7. young, new
8. ugly
9. right

10. close
11. healthy, well
12. cry
13. shout
14. out

15. bottom
16. full
17. thin
18. enemy, foe
19. giving, generous
20. last
21. hard, difficult
22. long, tall
23. loud
24. take

page 65
Answers may vary.

1. bad
2. lower
3. late
4. night
5. far
6. false
7. smooth
8. present, future
9. sunny

10. lose
11. none
12. different
13. deep
14. dull
15. dangerous
16. backward
17. hate
18. wide
19. war
20. stand, lie down
21. woman, wife
22. fancy
23. quiet
24. soft, easy

page 66
Answers may vary.

1. under
2. dark, heavy
3. less
4. few, none
5. least
6. her
7. south
8. going
9. sad

10. crooked
11. lead
12. giving, generous
13. child, baby
14. forget
15. dry
16. weak
17. fake
18. big, large
19. after
20. square 
21. dirty

10. right
11. close
12. intelligent
13. quick, speedy
14. light
15. dozen; midnight, noon
16. remain
17. doctor
18. leave, depart
19. cab
20. take back, reappear
21. sleep, doze
22. wet, humid
23. little, tiny
24. unhappy, depressed

page 71
Answers may vary.

1. hungry
2. repair, mend
3. close
4. one, alone
5. noisy
6. blah, bland, unadorned
7. circular
8. construct, make
9. jacket

10. funny
11. odd, bizarre, weird
12. stone
13. fall
14. soiled, filthy, unclean, 

grimy
15. end, complete
16. warm
17. boring, tarnished
18. empty
19. boat, yacht
20. bush
21. clap
22. buddy, companion, pal
23. infant
24. save

page 72
Answers may vary.

1. large
2. road, avenue
3. song
4. powerful, muscular, 

tough
5. adult
6. beautiful, attractive
7. car
8. infant, baby, kid
9. slacks, jeans, trousers

10. shout, scream
11. go, depart
12. rush
13. cash, currency
14. leap
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Answer Key

11. day
12. chips  
13. eggs
14. line, sinker
15. film, picture 
16. last
17. receive
18. depart
19. crackers
20. saucer
21. down
22. outside, out
23. lightning
24. groom

page 79
1. bed
2. shoes
3. pillow
4. phone
5. car
6. wallet
7. boat
8. shovel
9. towel

10. glasses
11. scissors
12. dictionary
13. teeth
14. library
15. heart

page 80
1. hat
2. clock
3. newspaper
4. mirror
5. dollar
6. camera
7. rose
8. broom
9. theater

10. leash
11. pan
12. foot
13. road
14. music
15. bag

page 81
1. paper
2. bricks
3. gasoline
4. pool
5. suit
6. makeup
7. flowers
8. school

15. correct
16. cruel, nasty; average
17. hear
18. two
19. film
20. cool, freezing
21. shove
22. present
23. mad
24. bright, glistening

page 73
1. water
2. thread
3. brush
4. order
5. bat
6. TV
7. pans
8. window
9. peanuts

10. rain
11. pencil
12. chair

page 74
1. woman
2. snow
3. navy
4. nurse
5. sugar
6. key
7. uncle
8. gloves
9. toes

10. arrow
11. butter
12. peace

page 75
1. sun
2. wife
3. summer
4. drink
5. film
6. blanket
7. state
8. meatballs
9. stamp

10. sandwich
11. chimney
12. west

page 76
Answers may vary.

1. pencil
2. hat, tie
3. dog, mouse

4. chair
5. socks
6. towel, soap
7. car, bus, van
8. eggs
9. navy

10. dinner
11. blue, white
12. potatoes, gravy
13. girls
14. potatoes
15. cream, sugar, doughnuts
16. left, wrong
17. rain
18. go
19. butter
20. knife, spoon
21. toes
22. dry
23. take
24. bad

page 77
Answers may vary.

1. catcher
2. pepper
3. west
4. fall, summer
5. cents
6. drink
7. cookies, eggs
8. answers
9. state, country 

10. walls, chimney
11. lie
12. blouse
13. letter, stamp
14. error, judge 
15. princess
16. paper, pen 
17. second
18. bush, leaf
19. young, new
20. fire
21. little
22. sister
23. play
24. chair

page 78
Answers may vary.

1. buggy, rider
2. salad, sandwich
3. withdrawal
4. mustard
5. Sunday
6. children, kids
7. carrots
8. ship, water
9. stones

10. hot dogs

9. winter
10. toothbrush
11. bank
12. razor
13. juice
14. napkin
15. teacher

page 82
Answers may vary.

1. belt, suspenders
2. pen, pencil
3. chair, couch
4. book, newspaper
5. aspirin, Tylenol
6. brush, comb
7. rocking chair
8. motorcycle, bicycle
9. watch, clock

10. house, apartment
11. shoes, socks
12. tablecloth
13. flashlight
14. cupboard, cabinet
15. frame
16. lamp
17. water
18. airplane
19. glasses
20. fork, spoon, knife

page 83
Answers may vary.

1. saw, scissors
2. sunglasses
3. compass
4. newspaper
5. mirror
6. camera, camcorder
7. bag, box, can
8. lotion, cream
9. money, check, 

credit card
10. leash, fence 
11. coffee, tea, hot chocolate
12. can opener
13. apple, orange
14. ice cream, pudding
15. ocean
16. ring
17. eyes
18. wood, bricks, stone
19. beach, pool
20. makeup

page 84
Answers may vary.

1. coat, sweater
2. dictionary
3. toaster
4. lungs

Associations

Definitions
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Answer Key

8. sundae
9. bread

10. sandwich
11. restaurant, cafeteria
12. week
13. frying pan
14. hospital
15. tornado, hurricane
16. gum
17. saw
18. turtle
19. shoe
20. washer

page 91
Answers may vary.

1. holds up pants, shorts, 
or a skirt

2. something you write 
with

3. piece of furniture you 
sit on

4. item with a cover and 
pages you read

5. medicine to relieve pain
6. food you eat on a bun 

with mustard or ketchup
7. thing with bristles that 

you use to keep your 
hair neat

8. piece of furniture you 
sleep on

9. form of transportation 
that you drive 

10. item you wear on your 
wrist that tells time

11. appliance that plays 
music and gives news

12. place of residence that 
you rent

13. article of clothing you 
wear on your feet

14. support for your head 
when you sleep

15. clear liquid that you 
drink, wash with, or 
use to cook

16. appliance with a shade 
that gives off light

17. vehicle that carries 
many children to school

18. appliance used for 
talking to people who 
are far away

19. vehicle that floats on 
water

20. thing used to hold ID 
card, money, etc.

5. hamburger
6. sun
7. envelope
8. wastebasket, trash can
9. leaves, apples

10. knife
11. bridge
12. school, college
13. washcloth, rag
14. umbrella
15. earrings
16. horse
17. pot, pan, spatula
18. axe, saw
19. mother
20. subway

page 85
1. TV
2. chair
3. newspaper
4. hair
5. milk
6. vacuum
7. picture
8. gloves
9. book

10. hand
11. glasses
12. bee
13. bread
14. ice
15. hammer

page 86
1. snow
2. envelope
3. plane
4. tiger
5. fork
6. guitar
7. picture
8. potatoes
9. eye

10. rose
11. bed
12. shoe
13. tie
14. needle
15. lamp

page 87
1. lion
2. pie
3. apple
4. street
5. wallet
6. cake
7. dollar
8. volcano
9. baseball

10. moustache
11. beans
12. minute
13. moon
14. clouds
15. skyscraper

page 88
1. pen
2. tree
3. skyscraper, office 

building
4. bank
5. coffee
6. hamburger, hot dog
7. teeth, gum
8. blanket
9. book

10. potato chips, pretzels, 
cracker

11. glasses
12. pencil
13. nose
14. door
15. water
16. candle
17. calendar
18. ice
19. soup
20. train

page 89
1. plane
2. needle
3. grapes
4. socks
5. ear
6. sink
7. movie
8. camera
9. toothpaste

10. aspirin, Tylenol
11. ice cream, pudding
12. foot
13. cheese
14. bee
15. banana, lemon
16. beard
17. house
18. quarter
19. piano
20. radio

page 90
1. tomato
2. cave
3. dog
4. paint
5. barn
6. fish
7. spoon

page 92
Answers may vary.

1. container to hold dirty 
clothes

2. currency used to buy 
items or services

3. tool used for digging
4. large piece of cloth for 

drying
5. item used to see far 

away
6. item that shields people 

from rain
7. used in games or to get 

on a bus
8. tool used to cut paper 

or cloth
9. book listing people and 

businesses
10. appliance used to 

brown bread
11. receptacle for waste or 

garbage
12. building where many 

books are kept
13. large star in the solar 

system that gives light 
and heat

14. item for measuring and 
drawing straight lines

15. item in which letters are
placed before mailing

16. breathing organs
17. thing that tells time
18. item we use to tell the 

day, month, and year
19. piece of special glass 

that reflects images
20. item used in an office 

that holds pieces of 
paper together

page 93
Answers may vary.

1. oval-shaped food that 
comes from chickens

2. container used to store 
or package things

3. item used to take 
pictures on film

4. large area where sports  
are played or concerts 
are held

5. item with handles and 
one wheel that is used 
to transport things

6. item that you open with 
a key

7. paper with articles, 
comics, and pictures
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Answer Key

6. tokens
7. teeth
8. menu
9. fire truck

10. coins
11. wrist
12. butter

page 98
1. leg
2. milk
3. table
4. classical
5. jacks
6. magazine
7. second
8. king
9. plane

10. Maryland
11. chisel
12. eleven

page 99
1. breakfast
2. engine
3. Italian
4. lemon
5. boat
6. run
7. crackle
8. walnut
9. chain link

10. ship
11. Danish
12. baseball

page 100
1. apple
2. pork
3. January
4. lions
5. barley
6. Atlanta
7. hail
8. Atlantic
9. carrots

10. table
11. wall
12. prince

page 101
Sports: baseball, tennis, 

football, track, 
swimming

Numbers: seven, two, 
fourteen, five, three

Rooms in a House: 
bedroom, bathroom, 
kitchen, living room

Drinks: milk, juice, tea, 
coffee, water

8. liquid that makes cars 
and other vehicles run

9. item with steps that 
is used to reach high 
places

10. barrier that encloses 
yards

11. rectangular blocks used 
in buildings

12. something that warns or 
produces a loud noise

13. prize for accomplishing 
a certain task

14. tool used to turn screws
15. school that adults 

attend
16. thin piece of paper 

you use when you 
have a cold

17. cone-shaped item used 
to pour liquid into 
containers with small 
openings

18. item on clothing that fits
into a hole

19. tool you hold in your 
hand that provides light

20. large appliance that 
stores frozen foods

page 94
Answers may vary.

1. structure that goes over 
water

2. creamy substance used 
to make skin soft

3. large metal container 
with bars that holds 
animals

4. small metal tool used to 
remove splinters or hair

5. gel that is used to wash 
hair

6. vehicle that transports 
sick people to the 
hospital

7. area on the road where 
people may cross 
safely

8. receptacle for collecting 
trash

9. item that unlocks doors
10. large advertisement 

posted on the side of 
the road

11. piece of cloth with 
colors or pictures that is
placed on a pole and 
flown in the wind

12. item that projects 
sounds

13. item with revolving 
blades that produces 
a cool wind

14. large metal box that 
hauls people and things
up and down a tall 
building

15. tool used to pry open 
crates or other 
containers

16. wire basket with wheels 
that people use to carry 
items they will purchase

17. metal container with 
drawers that holds files 
and papers

18. large building where 
people on assembly 
lines make things

19. thing with buttons and a 
display that does math

20. stand that supports 
large pieces of wood 
for cutting

page 95
1. volleyball
2. squirrel
3. Sunday
4. peas
5. red
6. welder
7. flute
8. penny
9. Dodge

10. necklace
11. geranium
12. chalk

page 96
1. cement
2. popcorn
3. cousin
4. sunny
5. see
6. Australia
7. heart
8. jar
9. teeth

10. opal
11. spider
12. belt

page 97
1. lemon
2. smile
3. barber
4. camera
5. goat

Jobs: plumber, doctor, 
cashier, farmer

Writing Instruments: pen, 
crayon, pencil, chalk

page 102
Fabrics: wool, cotton, 

rayon, nylon, silk
Transportation: bus, plane, 

car, subway, train
Facial Features: eye, 

cheek, nose, chin, 
eyebrow

Emotions: joy, happiness, 
sorrow, anger, 
frustration

Doctor’s Office: nurse, 
scale, pills, bandages, 
thermometer

Colors: purple, green, 
yellow, blue, orange, 
black

page 103
Things to Renew: license, 

subscriptions, 
insurance, prescription

Heavy Things: steel beam, 
truck, refrigerator, car, 
elephant

Things to Open: box, can, 
door, safe, zipper, 
window

Things to Inflate: ball, inner 
tubes, tires, balloon, raft

Hard Things: concrete, 
rocks, steel, brick, iron

Things That Turn: dials, 
cars, knobs, wheels

page 104
Numbers: seven, twelve, 

five, three, eight
Things that Fly: plane, bird, 

helicopter, wasp, 
mosquito

Weather Conditions: clear, 
cloudy, sunny, rainy, 
snowy

Flavors: vanilla, chocolate, 
strawberry, licorice, 
butterscotch

Languages: French, 
English, Chinese, 
German, Latin

Vegetables: beans, corn, 
cucumber, onions, peas

Categories
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Answer Key

6. water, coffee, tea, 
juice, soda pop

7. lion, tiger, bear, 
elephant, camel

8. rose, daisy, pansy, 
tulip, violet

9. jazz, rock, classical, 
blues, pop

10. doll, truck, ball, bike, 
blocks

11. aspirin, Tylenol, cough 
medicine, ointment, 
heart pills

12. hammer, screwdriver, 
saw, pliers, wrench

13. vacuum cleaner, 
refrigerator, stove, 
microwave, garbage 
disposal

14. oak, elm, pine, maple, 
apple

15. smile, frown, smirk, 
grimace, grin

16. ring, watch, earrings, 
necklace, bracelet, pin

page 124
1. yes
2. yes
3. no
4. no
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. yes
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. yes
13. yes
14. no
15. no

page 125
1. yes
2. no
3. yes
4. no
5. no
6. yes
7. no
8. yes
9. no

10. no

page 105
Colors: blue, yellow, black, 

green, orange
Jobs: plumber, welder, 

waitress, teacher, dentist
Months: June, December, 

October, January, March
Drinks: juice, coffee, soda, 

water, tea
Money: quarter, dollar, 

penny, nickel, dime
Transportation: car, ship, 

bus, train, airplane

page 106
Fish: shark, flounder, bass, 

perch, haddock
Wild Mammals: lion, tiger, 

giraffe, bear, elephant
Birds: cardinal, robin, wren, 

blue jay, crow
Insects: fly, beetle, bee, 

mosquito, grasshopper
Dogs: collie, beagle, 

poodle, spaniel, 
retriever

Reptiles: snake, turtle, 
crocodile, lizard, 
alligator

pages 107 
Answers may vary.

1. bricks, wood, stone, 
nails, siding

2. stove, refrigerator, 
table, sink, dishes

3. drug store, grocery 
store, card shop, dollar 
store, music store

4. Iowa, Hawaii, 
California, Alabama, 
Texas

5. potato chips, popcorn, 
crackers, pretzels, nuts

6. car, bus, plane, train, 
boat

7. mother, father, son, 
aunt, uncle

8. Chicago, New York, Los 
Angeles, Des Moines

9. sunny, rainy, snowy, 
clear, warm

10. arm, leg, head, back, 
chest

11. tree, bush, flower, 
weed, vine

12. engine, door, steering 
wheel, window, wipers

13. English, Spanish, 
Hebrew, German, 
French

14. vanilla, chocolate, 
strawberry, lemon, 
cherry

15. jar, can, bag, box, bottle
16. sight, hearing, smell, 

touch, taste

page 108
Answers may vary.

1. chair, table, sofa, bed, 
bureau

2. apple, orange, peach, 
pear, plum

3. Mary, Joe, Al, John, 
Sally

4. living room, dining 
room, bathroom, 
bedroom, kitchen

5. baseball, football, 
basketball, golf, tennis

6. peas, beans, onions, 
corn, lettuce

7. Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Saturday, 
Sunday

8. USA, Mexico, Spain, 
Israel, England

9. red, blue, green, yellow, 
orange

10. beef, chicken, pork, 
ham, steak

11. shirt, pants, skirt, dress, 
socks

12. pen, pencil, marker, 
crayon, chalk

13. doctor, nurse, plumber, 
waiter, lawyer

14. January, February, 
March, April, May

15. piano, guitar, horn, 
drums, tuba

16. desks, books, pencils, 
maps, chalkboard

page 109
Answers may vary.

1. Memorial Day, Labor 
Day, 4th of July, New 
Year’s, Thanksgiving

2. penny, nickel, dime, 
quarter, half dollar

3. news, talk shows, 
comedies, dramas, 
documentaries (or 
the specific names 
of shows)

4. eagle, robin, duck, 
hawk, crow

5. cake, pie, ice cream, 
pudding, fruit

11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 126
1. no
2. yes
3. yes
4. yes
5. no
6. yes
7. yes
8. no
9. yes

10. yes
11. no
12. no
13. yes
14. no
15. no

page 127
1. yes
2. yes
3. yes
4. no
5. no
6. yes
7. yes
8. no
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. no
13. no
14. yes
15. yes

page 128
1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no
6. no
7. yes
8. yes
9. no

10. no
11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 129
1. yes
2. yes
3. no

Unit 4

Answering
Questions
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Answer Key

18. prettier
19. higher
20. slower

page 136
1. faster
2. hotter
3. smaller
4. more expensive
5. drier
6. deeper
7. rougher
8. cheaper
9. stronger

10. noisier
11. bigger
12. longer
13. harder
14. older
15. earlier
16. harder
17. lower
18. drier
19. shorter
20. older

page 137
1. yes
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no
6. yes
7. no
8. no
9. yes

10. yes
11. no
12. yes
13. yes
14. no
15. no

page 138
1. no
2. yes
3. yes
4. no
5. no
6. yes
7. no
8. yes
9. no

10. no
11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. yes

4. yes
5. no
6. no
7. yes
8. yes
9. no

10. yes
11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. no
15. no

page 130
1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no
6. no
7. yes
8. yes
9. no

10. yes
11. no
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 131
1. yes
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no
6. no
7. yes
8. no
9. no

10. yes
11. no
12. yes
13. no
14. yes
15. yes

page 132
1. yes
2. no
3. no
4. yes
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. no
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. yes

13. no
14. yes
15. yes

page 133
1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no
6. no
7. yes
8. yes
9. no

10. yes
11. no
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 134
1. winter
2. pizza
3. candy
4. a cushioned chair
5. a turtle
6. 7:00 a.m.
7. a truck
8. an arm
9. sunny weather

10. an amusement park
11. a baby
12. a basketball
13. a pencil
14. a century
15. the sun
16. a river
17. a highway
18. an anchor
19. a department store
20. an apple

page 135
1. larger
2. longer
3. more expensive
4. hotter
5. shinier
6. brighter
7. quieter
8. stronger
9. thinner

10. rougher
11. blander
12. longer
13. lighter
14. taller
15. smaller
16. quicker
17. dirtier

page 139
1. before
2. after
3. before
4. before
5. after
6. after
7. before
8. after
9. before

10. before
11. after
12. before
13. before
14. before
15. before

page 140
1. yes
2. no
3. yes
4. yes
5. no
6. yes
7. no
8. no
9. yes

10. yes
11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 141
1. yes
2. no
3. yes
4. no
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. yes
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. yes
13. no
14. yes
15. no

page 142
1. no
2. yes
3. yes
4. no
5. yes
6. no
7. yes
8. no
9. no
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Answer Key

page 150
1. 98.6°
2. a dentist
3. 10
4. frozen water
5. the sun
6. a fish
7. in New York
8. a judge
9. for definitions

10. the equator
11. to warn
12. a planet

page 151
1. vision
2. autumn
3. the heart
4. to a restaurant
5. a match
6. the speedometer
7. 100
8. a taxi
9. the lungs

10. a pound
11. a rose
12. a kangaroo

page 152
1. baseball
2. eggs
3. glasses
4. a mail carrier
5. sugar
6. an escalator
7. in the kitchen
8. a lawn mower
9. 3

10. the Marines
11. 12:00 p.m.
12. a hammer

page 153
1. for oxygen
2. for warmth
3. to preserve it
4. in lakes
5. at a car dealer
6. butter
7. for money
8. tomatoes
9. tacos

10. to collect money
11. to stop burglars
12. New York

page 154
1. bark
2. Jupiter
3. tired
4. detergent

10. no
11. yes
12. yes
13. yes
14. no
15. yes

page 143
1. no
2. no
3. yes
4. yes
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. yes
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 144
1. no
2. yes
3. yes
4. no
5. no
6. yes
7. yes
8. no
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 145
1. yes
2. no
3. no
4. yes
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. yes
9. no

10. yes
11. yes
12. yes
13. no
14. no
15. yes

page 146
1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. yes
9. yes

10. no
11. yes
12. yes
13. yes
14. yes
15. yes

page 147
1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no
6. yes
7. yes
8. no
9. yes

10. no
11. no
12. no
13. yes
14. yes
15. no

page 148
1. a cast
2. when you are lost
3. for warmth
4. at the post office
5. by dieting
6. fingerprints
7. by refrigeration
8. to climb
9. in the east

10. a camera
11. in the spring
12. to learn things

page 149
1. sauce
2. a day
3. milk
4. to save money
5. to wake up
6. cat
7. in a jewelry store
8. red and white
9. a planet

10. grapes
11. 3
12. Ben Franklin

5. 7
6. clock
7. rainy
8. for pictures
9. for warning

10. citizens
11. Australia
12. cheese

page 155
1. ear
2. automobile
3. quarter
4. stomach
5. stove
6. submarine
7. heat
8. hearing aids
9. gas gauge

10. 52
11. dozen
12. wind

page 156
1. in hot water
2. opossum
3. civil rights leader
4. football
5. mail carriers
6. 8
7. 12:00 a.m.
8. Florida
9. cut hair

10. shortened word
11. organization
12. collie

page 158
1. door
2. hair
3. subway
4. dinner
5. newspaper
6. sleep
7. letter
8. snow
9. ball

10. light
11. eyes
12. hand
13. hair
14. dough
15. name

Unit 5

Sentence
Completion
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Answer Key

page 166
1. weeds
2. phone
3. seven
4. room
5. leaves
6. speech
7. me
8. moon
9. dime

10. nine
11. cane
12. trailer
13. pressure
14. evening
15. dress

page 167
1. time
2. breakfast
3. hard
4. yesterday
5. peeling
6. winter
7. sandwich
8. dentist
9. tight

10. water
11. week
12. job
13. oil
14. hours
15. six

page 168
1. come
2. dollars
3. you
4. door
5. question
6. possible
7. difference
8. ringing
9. home

10. month
11. sticky
12. Chicago
13. money
14. hours
15. piano

page 169
1. pieces
2. need
3. week
4. party
5. park
6. cereal
7. attic
8. leave
9. night

page 159
1. morning
2. button
3. hand
4. dog
5. tires
6. mouth
7. up
8. bills
9. shoulder

10. belt
11. clothes
12. fork
13. friend
14. corner
15. milk

page 160
1. radio
2. water
3. race
4. me
5. rope
6. seeds
7. match
8. go
9. car

10. stamp
11. rent
12. door
13. mess
14. glasses
15. money

page 161
1. shirt
2. phone
3. again
4. bus
5. problem
6. mail
7. knot
8. plants
9. breakfast

10. question
11. doorbell
12. gloves
13. chair
14. mirror
15. dishes

page 162
1. paper
2. baby
3. meat
4. pencil
5. window
6. mouth
7. salt
8. light
9. TV

10. song
11. house
12. fire
13. dog
14. sandwich
15. ready

page 163
1. you
2. doing
3. name
4. fine
5. drink
6. water
7. leaving
8. that
9. number

10. door
11. go
12. friend
13. outside
14. awake
15. secret

page 164
1. in
2. okay
3. hungry
4. it
5. coming
6. knew
7. it
8. here
9. down

10. leave
11. call
12. nap
13. mean
14. late
15. me

page 165
1. work
2. mail
3. time
4. steps
5. trees
6. please
7. out
8. Monday
9. car

10. dinner
11. bus
12. check
13. letter
14. quiet
15. shot

10. chicken
11. car
12. card
13. hot dogs
14. early
15. dress

page 170
1. movies on Saturday
2. you be leaving
3. for sale
4. long-sleeved shirt
5. under five dollars
6. help him see
7. 5th grade
8. a sale
9. a paper towel

10. for two days

page 171
1. it will take
2. know how I feel
3. in the mud
4. Monday night
5. a haircut
6. was late
7. every night
8. phone number
9. want for dinner

10. you good luck

pages 172 – 190
Answers will vary.

page 191
1. yes
2. no
3. no
4. yes
5. no

1. yes
2. no
3. yes
4. yes
5. no

page 192
1. yes
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no

Paragraphs
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5. Answers will vary.
6. name and address
7. savings and checking 

accounts
8. charge accounts

page 206
1. April 7
2. Rachel
3. Nadine
4. good
5. don’t know
6. a card
7. they were neighbors
8. yes; Nadine says, 

“Wouldn’t it be great to 
see our kids together?”

9. play softball
10. get together with 

Rachel

pages 207 – 213
Answers will vary.

Answer Key

1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. no
5. yes

page 193
1. no
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no

1. yes
2. yes
3. no
4. yes
5. no

page 194
1. no
2. yes
3. yes
4. yes
5. no
6. no
7. yes
8. no
9. no

10. yes

page 195
1. no
2. no
3. no
4. yes
5. yes
6. no
7. no
8. yes
9. no

10. yes

pages 196 – 199
Answers will vary.

page 200
1. the weather
2. yes
3. cold
4. 30s
5. northeast
6. miles per hour
7. in the teens
8. no
9. upper 30s

10. winter or fall

page 201
1. Saturday
2. 25°
3. yes
4. few clouds
5. yes
6. Tuesday and Wednesday
7. 15°
8. no
9. yes

10. winter or fall

page 202
1. extra-strength aspirin
2. no
3. headache, muscular 

pain, minor arthritis 
pain, pain associated 
with colds and flu

4. 12 and over
5. 2
6. every 4 hours
7. 8 tablets
8. 10 days
9. no

10. contact a physician or 
poison control center 
immediately

page 203
1. 655 N. 48th St.
2. 2
3. 3
4. brick
5. brand new kitchen and 

bath, fenced-in yard, 
new oil furnace, huge 
rooms

6. oil
7. one
8. $49,900
9. Craig Gray

10. 555-6847

page 204
1. 1
2. 7:30 – 11:00
3. 4
4. Mystery Theatre
5. Weight Loss Tips
6. 9
7. 6
8. News
9. Thunder

10. 3

page 205
1. individual credit account
2. Answers will vary.
3. no
4. home and work

Reading and
Writing

26-06-98765
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